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USITC FINDS U.S. INDUSTRY BEING INJURED BY IMPORTS OF RAYON
. STAPLE FIBER FROM BELGIUM SOLD AT LESS THAN FAIR VALUE
The United States International Trade Commission today
reported to the Secretary of the Treasury its determination, by
a 3-to-2 vote, that a domestic industry is being or is likely to
be injured by reason of the importation of rayon staple fiber from
Belgium.

In May 1978, the·Treasury Oepartment determined that the

product was being sold in the United States at less than fair value.
Chairman Joseph 0. Parker and Commissioners George M. Moore
and Catherine Bedell concurred in the determination.

Vice Chair-

man Bill Alberger and Commissioner Italo H. Ablondi dissented.
Commissioner Daniel Minchew did not participate.
Rayon staple fiber is a manmade fiber resembling raw or
unpro~essed

cotton, generally spun into yarn and then used in

wearing apparel, home furnishings, and certain nonwovens such as
disposable diapers.

The domestic producers of rayon staple are

Avtex Fibers, American Enka, and Courtaulds.

Manufacturing

facilities are located in Alabama, North Carolina, Virgini·a,
and West Virginia.

Beaunit Corp., the last U.S. firm to dis-

continue production, left the industry in 1971.
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During 1973-75 there was a sharp deterioration in employment,
production, profitabil4ty, and capacity utilization in the industry.
Employment, production, and capacity utilization increased somewhat
in 1976 and 1977, partly

because of a large increase in·U.S.

exports and ihventories.

However, the finantial performance

of the U.S. producers, which staged a mild recovery in 1976,
fell into a loss position during 1977 and January-March 1978.
The ratio of U.S. imports of all rayon staple fiber from
Belgium to apparent consumption was negligible during 1973-76.
The ratio increased to l.4. percent in 1977. The ·total market
share held by U.S. imports increased from 8.7 percent in 1976
to 11.3 percent in 1.977, entirely because of increased U.S. imports from Belgium, Sweden, France, and Finland.

U.S. imports

from Belgium were negligible during 1973-76, and

then increased

to 6.5 million pounds in 1977.
The Commission's report, Rayon Staple Fiber From Belgium
{USITC Publication 914), contains the views of the Commissioners
and

info~mation

186).

developed during the investigation {No. AA1921-

Copies may be obtained by calling {202) 523-5178 or from

the Office of the Secretary, 701 E Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
20436.
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
[AA1921-186]
RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM BELGIUM
Determination "of Injury or Likelihood of Injury

On

May 2, "1978, the United States International Trade Commission received

advice from.the Department of the Treasury (43 F.R. 18619 (May 1, 1978)) that
rayon staple fiber from Belgium is being, or is likely to be sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(a)).

Accordingly, on May 15, 1978, the Commis-

sion instituted investigation No. AA1921-181 under section 20l(a) of the act to
determine whether an industry in the United States is being, or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being established, by reason of the importation of
such merchandise into the United States.

Notice of the institution of the

investigation and of the public hearing to be held in connection therewith was
published in the Federal Register of May 19, 1978 (43 F.R. 21740).

On

June 20,

1978, a hearing was held in Washington, D.C., at which time all interested persons
were provided the opportunity to appear by counsel or in person.
On July 21, 1978, the Commission was advised by Treasury that it had reconsidered the basis for its fair-value comparisons of rayon staple fiber from Belgium
(43 F.R. 32915 (July 28, 1978)).

As a result of its reconsideration, Treasury

modified its determination of May 2, 1978, such that the weighted average LTFV
margin increased from 6.7 percent to 57.6 percent.

Having received new and sub-

.stantially different advice from Treasury, the Commission took the following
actions:
1.

Terminated investigation No. AA1921-181 without any
determination because of the intervening advice of
the Treasury;

2.

Instituted the instant investigation (N9. AA1921-186)
to determine whether an indus.try in the United States
is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented
from being established, by reason of the importation
of rayon stapte fiber from Belgium into the United
States; and

3.

Determined that there did not appear to be good and
sufficient reasons for holding a public hearing in
investigation No. AA1921-186 because the written
statements and transcript of the hearing from the
prior investigation remained relevant to the Commission's determination in the new investigation.
Nevertheless, in accordance with 19 C.F.R. 208.4,
the Commission allowed any interested persons.to
submit a request for a public hearing in inve~tiga
tion No. AA1921-186. No such requests were received
and a new public hearing was not held.

Notice of the termination of investigation No. AA1921-181 and the institution of
investigation No. AA1921-186 was published in the Federal Register of August 8,

1978 (43 F.R. 35122).
On the basis of its investigation the Commission determines (Vice Chairman
Alberger and Commissioner Ablondi dissenting and Commissioner Minchew not
participating) that an industry in the United States is being
be

or is likely to

injured by reason of the importation of rayon staple fiber from Belgium,

which is being,or is likely to be, sold at LTFV within the meaning of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended.
In arriving at its determination, the Commission gave due consideration to
all written submissions from interested parties and information adduced at the
hearing as well as information provided by the Department of the Treasury and
data obtained by the Commission's staff from questionnaires, personal interviews,
and other sources.
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STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR THE AFFIRMATIVE DETERMINATION OF
CHAIRMAN JOSEPH O. PARKER AND COMMISSIONERS GEORGE M. MOORE
AND CATHERINE BEDELL
On May 2, 1978, the United States International Trade Commission
received advice from the Secretary of the Treasury (Treasury) that rayon
staple fiber from Belgium is being, or is likely to be, sold in the
United States at ·less than fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(a)).

Accordingly, on

May 15, 1978, the Commission instituted investigation No. AA1921-181 under
section 20l(a) of said act to determine whether an industry in the United
States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being
established,

l./

by reason of the importation of such merchandise sold

at LTFV into the United States.
On July 21, 1978, the Commission received new and substantially
different advice from the Secretary of the Treasury.

The Secretary

stated that he had reconsidered the basis for his fair-value comparisons
relating to rayon staple fiber from Belgium.

The earlier determination

was modified, and the average weighted LTFV margin was increased from 6.7
to 57.6 percent.

Therefore, on July 25, 1978, the Commission terminated

investigation No. AA1921-181 without any determination and instituted
a new investigation (AA1921-186) to determine whether an industry in
the United States is being or is likely to be injured by reason of the
importation of such merchandise into the United States.

ll Prevention of the establishment of an industry is not an issue
in this investigation and will not be discussed further.
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Determination
On the basis of the information obtained in the investigation, we
determine that an industry in the United States is being injured or is
likely to be injured by reason of the importation of rayon staple fiber
from Belgium, which the Secretary of the Treasury determined is being,
or is likely to be, sold at LTFV.
The imported article and the domestic industry
Rayon staple fiber, the subject of this investigation, is a manmade
textile fiber.

It is spun into yarn and then either woven or otherwise

processed into a variety of end-use products.

In this investigation we

considered the relevant domestic industry to consist of the facilities
in the United States devoted to the production of rayon staple fiber.
Three U.S. firms currently produce rayon staple fiber.
LTFV sales
U.S. imports from Belgium, which were negligible during 1973-76,
increased to 6.5 million pounds in 1977.
million pounds during January-March 1978.

Such imports totaled 1.4
Price comparisons made by the

Secretary of the Treasury for the period Febiuary 1, 1977,-July 31, 1977,
revealed that 100 percent of the rayon staple exported to the United
States from Belgium was sold at LTFV, with a margin of 57.6 percent.
Injury or likelihood of injury by reason of LTFV sales
The information obtained in the investigation shows that the domestic
industry suffered injury during 1977 by reason of LTFV sales.

In 1976,

one year prior to the LTFV sales in the U.S. market, the domestic industry
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recovered from the 1975 recession and earned $7.6 million net operating
profit.

This changed abruptly in 1977 when the domestic industry registered

a $1.7 million net operating loss.

In 1978 the financial difficulties of

the domestic industry accelerated, and it lost nearly $3.0 million during
January-March alone.

U.S. domestic shipments of rayon staple fiber declined

from 433 million pounds in 1976 to 424 million pounds in 1977.

U.S. producers

accumulated large inventories in 1977, increasing from 24.2 million pounds
on December 31, 1976, to 47.3 million pounds on December 31, 1977, or by
95 percent.
The entry of Belgian rayon staple into the U.S. market in 1977 caused
the domestic industry to lose sales.
have

~een

The effect of such imports might

less consequential had U.S. consumption increased sufficiently

to give both U.S. producers and importers a larger market in which to grow.
However, in a declining or stagnant market which existed in 1977, increased
import penetration was gained almost entirely at the expense of the domestic
industry.

With the rapid development of other manmade fibers, U.S. consump-

tion of rayon staple declined from 890 million pounds in 1968 to 711 million
pounds in 1973, and then fell to 391 million pounds in 1975.

Consumption

recovered somewhat in 1976 to 475 million pounds and remained virtually
unchanged in 1977.
The sole U.S. importer of Belgian rayon staple sold rayon staple to
three textile mills during the period January 1977-March 1978.

In 1976

these firms purchased virtually all of their commodity rayon staple from a
U.S. producer.

During 1977 the bulk of these firms' purchases of such

staple were supplied by LTFV imports from Belgium.

This investigation

disclosed that the importer undersold U.S. producers during the period
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January-September 1977 and that price was an important factor influencing
the decisions of these textile mills to purchase imports.
The importer's pricing policy not only resulted in lost sales to
the domestic industry, but it also contributed to the suppression of
U.S. producers' prices.

During January-June 1977 Belgian fiber entered

the U.S. market selling at a price well below the average domestic price.
In March 1977 the largest U.S. producer of rayon staple fiber announced
that it would be increasing its list price from $.58 per pound to $.61
per pound, effective May 1977.
increase in list price.

A second U.S. producer announced a similar

By mid-1977

the average domestic trnnaaction

price registered about $.574, reflecting a $.02 per pound increase since
October-December 1976.

This price difference influenced some U.S. textile

mills to shift to imports and forced U.S. producers, in an effort to retain
market share, to reduce their prices.

By October-December 1977 the U.S.

producers which had increased their list prices rolled them back to $.58
per pound.

The average domestic price fell from $.574 per pound in April-

June 1977 to $.557 per pound in April-May 1978.
The issue of likelihood of injury to the domestic industry primarily
involves the ability and willingness of Fabelta, the Belgian producer,
to export rayon staple fiber to the United States at LTFV.

According

to information received at the public hearing, Fabelta operated at about
77 percent of capacity in 1977.

The difference between this level of

operation and full capacity is an additional 15 million pounds of annual
production of rayon staple.

With the European market experiencing a

prolonged slump in demand, Fabelta has an incentive to increase its exports
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to the United States.

The very large LTFV margins (57.6 percent) applicable

to Fabelta's exports to the United States strongly suggest that Fabelta
is willing to make LTFV sales when it is necessary to do so in order to
sell its staple.

Conclusion
On the basis of the information obtained in the Commission's investigation, we conclude that an industry in the United States is being injured
or is likely to be injured by reason of the importation of rayon staple
fiber from Belgium sold at LTFV within the meaning of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended.
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STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR THE NEGATIVE DETERMINATION OF
COMMISSIONER BILL ALBERGER 1_/

In order for a Commissioner to make an affirmative determination
in an investigation under the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19
U.S.C. 160(a)), it is necessary to find that an industry in the United
States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being
established,

J:./

and the injury or likelihood thereof must be by reason

of imports at less than fair value (LTFV).

Determination
On the basis of information obtained in this investigation, I
determine that an industry in the United States is not being injured
and is not likely to be injured by reason of the importation of rayon
staple fiber from Belgium, which the Department of the Treasury
(Treasury) has determined is being sold at LTFV.
The imported article and the domestic industry
Rayon staple fiber is a manmade textile fiber, which resembles
raw or unprocessed cotton.

It is spun into yarn and then either woven

or otherwise processed into a variety of end products.

In this deter-

mination, I consider the relevant domestic industry to consist of the
facilities in the United States devoted to the production of rayon
staple fiber.

Three U.S. firms currently produce rayon staple fiber.

1/ Commissioner Italo H. Ablondi concurs in the result.
Prevention of the establishment of an industry is not an issue
and will not be discussed further.

l!
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LTFV Sales
U.S. imports from Belgium, which were negligible from 1973
through 1976, increased to 6.5 million pounds in 1977 and 1.4 million
pounds during the first quarter of 1978.

Price comparisons made by

Treasury for the period February 1, 1977 through July 31, 1977, revealed that 100 percent of the rayon staple exported to the United
States from Belgium was sold at LTFV, with a margin of 57.6 percent.
Treasury had earlier reported margins of only 6. 7 percent.

Just

prior to a scheduled vote on AA1921-181, Treasury notified the
Commission that it had determined that sales in the home market
were made at prices less than the cost of producing the merchandise
and that lacking information with respect to sales to third
countries constructed value was the appropriate basis for calculating
fair value.

Treasury then found the revised weighted average margin

of 57.6 percent.

While I was prepared to vote on this case on July

25, I joined my colleagues in voting to terminate the previous investigation without any determination, and to institute this new investigation--to allow time to consider the impact of this revised margin.
Counsel for the domestic industry has argued that these revised
margins have great significance to the Commission.

He contends that

Treasury's finding shows purposeful intent to Fabelta of Belgium
(the only company exporting rayon staple fiber to the United States
from Belgium) to engage in unfair pricing practices designed to injure
the domestic producers by eliminating them entirely or substantially
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reducing their productive capacity.

Counsel points to case law

proscribing sales below cost with predatory intent and urges that
we should find affirmatively even if complainant has not
the extent and seriousness of the injury.

demonstr~ted

He seems to be arguing that

in cases where Treasury determines dumping margins by constructed
value based on costs, the Commission can relax its injury standard.
I totally reject the contention that the Commission's injury
determination in antidumping investigations may be altered by some
inference of intent derived from cornparision to costs of production.
That would distort the purpose of the Antidumping Act and the type of
legislative fact-finding role the Commission plays in enforcing the
Act.

While counsel cites the Sherman Act, the Robinson-Patman Act,

and the Federal Trade Commission Act as examples of laws prohibiting
predatory pricing practices, the Antidumping Act was not designed to
be such a measure.

It prohibits international price discrimination

but does not depend on.,a finding of intent.

'

Our fact-finding hearings

are merely designed to uncover the indicia of injury and its causal
relationship with LTFV sales, but do not equip us to adjudicate
matters revolving around the intentions of the parties.

In this

case we have nothing more than mere allegations of intent.

We cannot

adopt the approach of a court, nor can we utilize formal, on the record
adjudication, as we have under Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930.
While there is precedent under Section 337 for prohibiting predatory
pricing, the Commission has been mindful of the differences between
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that statute and the Antidumping Act. ];/
The Commission should not apply antitrust principles to its fact
finding proceedings under the Antidumping Act.

We should not make

determinations that rest upon a presumption of illegality.

My deter-

mination of injury under the Act will be confined to the record o.f this
proceeding and established procedents.
The Question of Injury or Likelihood by Reason of LTFV Sales
U.S. Imports--From 1973 to 1977, total imports of rayon staple fiber
have increased from 44.2 million pounds to 54.1 million pounds, and
based on first quarter data for 1978, appear to be remaining at
1977 levels.

Imports from Belgium were negligible during 1973-76,

6.5 million pounds in 1977, and 1.4 million pounds January-March
1978.
U.S~

This volume from Belgium accounted for 1.4 percent of apparent
consumption in 1977 and 1.1 percent in the first quarter of 1978.

Production and shipments--Domestic production declined sharply from
a high level of 660 million pounds in 1973 to a low of 350 million
pounds in 1975, then recovered to 507 million pounds in 1977, and
appears to be continuing to climb slightly in 1978, based only on
first quarter data.

U.S. producers' shipments followed a similar

pattern during the past 5 years.
];/ See USITC Publication 863, In the Matter of Certain Welded Stainless Steel Pipe & Tube, Inv. No. 337-TA-29, p. 13-16; and USITC Publication 899, Welded Stainless Steel Pipe & Tube from Japan, Inv. No.
AA1921-180, p. 12-14.
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Capacity

Utilization--Domes~ic

facilities producing rayon staple

fiber operated at 84% of capacity in 1973 and 78% in 1974, before
dropping to 49% during the 1975 recession.

Capacity has dropped

about 17 percent since 1974, and utilization has recently recovered
to the 1974 level.

The recovery appears to be continuing in 1978.

Exports--Substantial quantities of rayon staple fiber have been
exported in recent years.

U.S. exports increased from only 16.9

million pounds in 1973··t?o, 33.8 million pounds in 1974, and then
jumped to 59.4 mill.ion:p©iuljlds in 1977.

This quantity exceeds

imports in 1977, and is about 9 times the volume of LTFV imports
from Belgium.
Inventories--The peak level of inventories during the period January
1973-March 1978 was reached at the end of 1974--67.3 million pounds.
Inventories had dropped to 24.2 million by the end of 1976, but were
up again by 47.3 million pounds on December 31, 1977 before dropping
to 45.1 million pounds by March 13, 1978.
Consumption--Apparent consumption of rayon staple peaked in 1968
at 890 million pounds, dropped to 711 million pounds in 1973 and
then dropped to 391 million pounds in 1975.

Much of this decline is

due to competition from polyester and other manmade fibers.

In 1976

and 1977, apparent consumption recovered to 475 and 478 million
pounds, respectively.
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Employment--The average number of production and related workers
producing rayon staple fiber declined from 3,700 in 1973 and 1974
to 2,300 in 1975 before climbing to 2,700 in 1977.

Employment

during the first quarter of 1978 averaged 2,600, but man-hours
worked increased from 5.7 million hours in 1977 to 5.9 million,
on an annualized basis, in the first quarter of 1978.
Profits--Since 1974, when the aggregate net operating profit to
net sales ratio was 13.4 percent, losses have been more prevalent
than profits.

Losses occurred in both 1975 and 1977, and the first

quarter of 1978 looks even worse.
realized in 1976.

Profits of 2.9 percent were

Not all domestic producers suffered losses in

1975, 1977 and 1978.
Prices--Price competition exists in three different ways in this
investigation.

Intense competition appears to exist between the

three domestic producers, who accounte for between 94 percent and
89 percent of apparent consumption between 1973 and 1977.

Obviously,

competition also exists between importers and U.S. producers.

A

third area of price competition involves the interaction of rayon
staple, polyesters and other man-made fibers in the marketplace.
While prices may appear low and suppressed since late 1974, the
competition between substitute fibers appears to be an important
factor.

The imported product is generally priced below domestic

staple, and the average net selling prices of imports from Belgium
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have been below similar domestic prices in each quarter since 1976.
However, the Belgian product has never been the lowest priced
imported product in any quarter.
Lost Sales--There are three verified cases of lost sales in 1977,
although they were not solely related to price.

All three users

mentioned quality problems with the domestic product.
Summary--1975 was a horrible year for this industry, with sharp
declines in production, shipments, capacity utilization, exports,
employment, profits, and obviously consumption.
measurable imports from Belgium until 1977.

There were no

Since 1975, domestic

production, shipments capacity utilization, and employment have
made major recoveries and with the exception of employment are
approaching 1974 levels.
record levels in 1977.
badly sinc·e then.

Exports have increased sharply to new
Profits recovered in 1976, but have dropped

Consumption remains well below 1974 levels.

The

factors indicating some degree of injury, unrelated to the 1975
recession, are profits, prices, inventories and lost sales.

The

price situation and the lost sales are explained above, and inventories, while up from 1976, are well below 1975 levels.

I simply

cannot attribute the present profit situation of U.S. producers
to LTFV imports from Belgium and, therefore do not find injury
by reason of such imports.
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With respect to likelihood of injury, the only factor suggesting
any future injury in the first quarter of 1978 is profits.

Produc-

tion, shipments, capacity utilization, consumption, and man-hours
worked are all up or steady.
are down.

Inventories and imports from Belgium

The question of the capacity of Fabelta of Belgium to

ship larger quantities at low prices to the United States must be
addressed.

Apparently Fabelta's idle capacity in 1977 could produce

about 3 times as much rayon staple as was exported to the United
States in that year.

Import penetration from Belgium could increase

to around 4 percent of apparent U.S. consumption, hardly an overwheiming level.

Counsel for Fabelta stated that it has limited

annual exports to the United States to no more than 9 million pounds,
or slightly less than 2 percent of apparent consumption.

There may

be a slight possibility of some problems occuring in the future with
respect to imports from Belgium but I certainly wouldn't classify
it as a likelihood.

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
On May 2, 1978, the United States International Trade Commission received
advice from the Department of the Treasury that rayon staple fiber from
Belgium is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV) within the meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended. 1/. Accordingly, on May 15, 1978, the Commission instituted investigation No: AA1921-181 under section 201(a) of said act to determine whether an
industry in the United States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being established, by reason of the importation of such merchandise into the United States. The Commission issued its notice of investigation and hearing on May 15, 1978, and posted copies of this notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington,
D.C., and at the Commission's New York office. 2/ In addition, this notice
was published in the Federal Register of May 19-;- 1978 (43 F.R. 21740). The
Commission conducted a public hearing in connection with this investigation on
June 20, 1978, in Washington, D.C.
On July 21, 1978, the Commission received advice from Treasury that it
had reconsidered the basis for its fair-value comparisons. As a result of its
reconsideration, Treasury modified its determination of May 2, 1978, such that
the weighted average LTFV margin increased from 6.7 percent to 57.6 percent.
Having received new and substantially different advice from Treasury, the
Commission took the following action:
~o.

1.

Terminated investigation
determination;

AA1921-181 without any

2.

Instituted the instant investigation (No. AA1921-186) to
determine whether an industry in the United States is
being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from
being established, by reason of the importation of rayon
staple fiber from Belgium into the United States;

3.

Determined that there does not appear to be good and
sufficient reason to hold a new public hearing in this
investigation. However, the Commission gave interested
persons an opportunity to submit written statements
regarding this investigation; and

4.

Expressed its intention to expedite this investigation
and to report its findings to Treasury within 30 days of
the issuance of its notice of investigation.

1/ Copies of Treasury's letters to the Commission are presented in app. A.

21 Copies of the Commission's notices concerning rayon staple fiber from
Belgium are presented in app. B.

A-2
The Commission issued its notice terminating investigation No. AA1921-181
and instituting investigation No. AA1921-186 on August 3, 1978. Copies of
this notice were posted in the Commission's Office of the Secretary,
Washington, D.C., and at the Commission's New York office. This notice was
published in the Federal Regrster of August 8, 1978 (43 F.R. 35122).
The complaint which led to Treasury's determination of sales at LTFV was
filed by counsel representing Avtex Fibers, Inc., the largest U.S. producer of
rayon staple fiber. Treasury's notice of investigation was published in the
Federal Register of July 22, 1977 (42 F.R. 37610). A notice of tentative
determination of sales at LTFV and withholding of appraisement was published
in the Federal Register of January 23, 1978 (43 F.R. 3234). Treasury's final
determination of sales at LTFV was published in the Federal Register of May 1,
1978 (43 F.R. 18619). Treasury's modification of determination of sales at
LTFV was published in the Federal Register of July 28, 1978 (43 F.R. 32915). 1/

Background
Past Commission investigations concerning rayon staple fiber
Between October 1959 and August 1961 the Commission conducted five antidumping investigations on rayon staple fiber, Nos. AA1921-ll (France), -17
(France), -18 (Belgium), -20 (Cuba), and -21 (West Germany). In each case the
Commission determined unanimously that an industry in the United States was
not being, and was not likely to be, injured by reason of the importation of
rayon staple fiber sold at LTFV.
On May 19, 1961, the Commission made a negative determination in investigation No. AA1921-18, rayon staple fiber from Belgium. In that investigation,
as in the instant investigation, Fabelta S.A. and John Ryan & Sons were
identified as being the only exporter and importer, respectively, of the
. merchandise in question. In its statement of reasons the Commission stated:
The Commission could find no evidence that during this
period the importer had a competitive price advantage over
the domestic producers by reason of his purchases of the
rayon staple fiber at prices less than "fair value." In
fact, during this period domestic producers, as a result
of aggressive pricing practices of that industry, had
lowered their prices to such levels that the importer did
not generally meet the lower average domestic prices and,
as a consequence thereof, his sales in the United States
of the imported fiber declined sharply compared to sales

1/ Copies of Treasury's notices on rayon staple fiber from Belgium as published in the Federal Register are presented in app. C.
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of the like domestic fiber. The importer gained no new
customers during this period and there is no evidence that
he sold at a price lower than that charged by the domestic
producers for the same type fiber. Therefore, the Commission determines tha~ there has been no injury in this case.
The importer and exporter made diligent efforts to ensure
that the purchase price would equal or exceed the home
market value. The "margin of difference" between these
values arose from the allowance of a quantity discount
based upon a purchase order for a year's supply of such
fiber. Imports pursuant to this order were subsequently
curtailed because of market conditions in the United
States; consequently, the importer's purchase price had to
be compared with a higher home market value applicable to
smaller quantity purchases. Had the importer accepted the
full order for rayon staple fiber and brought such larger
quantity into the United States market for sale, there
would have been no "sales at less than fair value." Such
sales are characterized by the Commission as "technical
sales at less than fair value" (i.e., sales which were
made at less than fair value under circumstances which are
inculpable). To avoid possible recurrences of "sales at
less than fair value," the importer and exporter have
arranged their price agreements for future deliveries to
ensure that no quantity discount will be allowed in the
purchase price until after the discount has been earned by
actual completed transactions. The importer has no significant inventory of the fiber purchased "at less than fair
value." Under these circumatances there is no
"likelihood" of injury from the importation of the rayon
staple fiber that was purchased "at less than fair value."
The Commission also conducted an escape clause investigation on rayon
staple fiber (No. 7-95 under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1951, ·as amended) in 1961. In that investigation the Commission determined
(Commissioners Overton and Sutton dissenting) that rayon staple fiber is not
being imported in such increased quantities as to cause or threaten serious
injury to the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive
products.
Description and uses
Rayon staple is a manmade textile fiber, resembling raw or unprocessed
cotton. It is spun into yarn and then either woven or otherwise processed
into a variety of end products. Rayon staple fiber, the first manmade fiber
produced in commercial quantities, has lost appreciable market share to other
manmade fibers during the last 10 years, principally polyester. For the
purpose of this report, the term "rayon staple fiber" means viscose rayon
staple fiber, except solution dyed, in noncontinuous form, not carded, not
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combed, and not otherwise processed, wholly of filaments (except laminated
filaments and plexiform filaments).
Market participants generally recognize two rayon staple product lines.
The highest volume rayon staple sold in the United States is often called
commodity, conventional, or regular rayon staple. All other products are
grouped under the heading of specialty rayon staple. Some specialty fibers
include high fluid holding and sterilizeable types, and high wet modulus
types. The difference between commodity and specialty rayon staple involves
the extent to which the cellulosic polymer is reconstituted during the
production process. Such distinctions at the molecular level impart different
physical properties to the respective fibers.
.
The manufacture of rayon staple, whether commodity or specialty type,
involves four principal steps. First, wood pulp is dissolved through a
variety of physical and chemical processes into a viscose solution. Second,
after appropriate filtering and aging, the solution is extruded through fine
holes in spinnerets. Third, the extruded solution coagulates in an acid
spinning bath into the form of very fine filaments. Fourth, a collection of
many parallel, nontwisted, continuous filaments are cut to short lengths,
usually ranging from 1 to 3 inches.
U.S. producers generally manufacture commodity and specialty rayon staple
in the same establishments but on different production lines. These lines
differ principally with respect to grade of wood pulp, viscose quality
control, and rate of spinning. The cost of converting a commodity line to a
specialty line is considerable, ranging from * * * to * * *· However, such
costs are modest compared with the $200 million cost of entering the domestic
industry with a new, efficient-size rayon plant. U.S. producers have already
converted a sizable portion of their capacity from commodity to specialty
lines.
In the United States, rayon staple fiber is spun into yarn which, in
turn, is used by other textile concerns in producing mainly broadwoven goods
or other .fabrics. Final markets for woven and other fabrics include wearing
apparel, home furnishings, and industrial fabrics. In addition, rayon staple
fiber has gained acceptance in the production of nonwoven fabrics, which are
used extensively in disposable diapers, women's hygienic articles, and medical
and surgical products.
U.S. producers
Three U.S. firms, Avtex Fibers, Courtaulds North America, and American
Enka currently produce rayon staple fiber; Beaunit Corp. was the last U.S.
firm to discontinue production of such merchandise, closing its staple plant
in 1971. Beaunit Corp. still produces some rayon products, other than staple,
in its Elizabethton, Tenn., plant.
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Avtex Fibers.--Avtex Fibers (Avtex), the complainant, is the largest
rayon staple producer in the United States. The history of Avtex dates back
to 1910 when the Viscos2 Co. (owned by Courtaulds Ltd., United Kingdom)
started pcoduction of rayon yarn at Marcus Hook, Pa. In 1937, the Visc~sP. Co.
changed its name to American Viscose Corp., but continued under the ownership
of Courtaulds Ltd. until 1941, when the British government pledged the assets
of the company to U.S. bankers for munitions financing. These assets were
subsequently s~id to the U.S. public and American Viscose operated as an.
independent company until 1963, when it was acquired by FMC Corp. In July
1976, Avtex, a privately held company, was formed; it purchased all assets of
FMC 1 s Fiber Division, excluding the Fredericksburg, Va., plant, which is
essentially a cellophane facility. Avtex's capital structure consists almost
entirely of borrowed funds, making this firm highly vulnerable to financial
shocks.
Avtex produces rayon yarn, cellulose acetate, polyester, nylon fibers,
and textured co~tinuous filament polyester yarns, in addition to commodity and
specialty rayon staple fiber. Avtex manufactures rayon staple in its plants
located in Nitro, W. Va., and Front Royal, Va. The Nitro plant produces
commodity rayon staple fiber exclusively, whereas its Front Royal plant
produces commodity and specialty rayon staple .and rayon yarn,
Courtaulds North America.--Courtaulds North America's (Courtaulds) parent
company, Courtaulds Ltd., United Kingdom, successfully introduced, while known
in 1910 as the Viscose Co., the first commercial production of viscose rayon
in the United States. In 1941 Lend-lease agreements forced Courtaulds Ltd. to
give up ownership of the company (see preceding discussion of Avtex Fibers for
additional information). In 1952 Courtaulds reentered the U.S. rayon staple
market and resumed production of staple in its then new plant in LeMoyne,
Ala. Courtaulds has emphasized rayon/cotton blends and owns a leading cotton
producer in Mississippi, the Delta Pine and Land Co. Courtaulds' parent
company is probably the largest rayon producer in the world, with operations
in 25 countries through 400 associated companies.
American Enka.--American Enka (Enka) is a division of Akzona, Inc., which
was formed in 1970 by the merger of three North American companies in which
AKZO Chemie Verkoopkantoor N.V. (AKZO), located in The Netherlands, had
controlling interest. AKZO produces rayon, polyester, and nylon fibers
worldwide. Prior to this merger, Enka had operated independently as the
American Enka Corp. In 1957 Enka introduced rayon staple capacity to its
plant at Lowland, Tenn.; Enka began production of rayon continuous filament
yarn at Enka, N.C., in 1929 and at Lowland, Tenn., in 1948. On July 15, 1974,
Enka announced that it would cease production of rayon filament yarns at the
Lowland plant and convert part of its yarn capacity to staple. Enka closed
its 46-year-old Enka, N.C., plant in 1975, citing reasons such as depressed
rayon filament yarn prices, increased costs, and pollution control programs.
Enka produces polyester and nylon fibers, iu addition to commodity and
specialty rayon staple.

U.S. tariff treatment
Imported rayon staple fiber, whether cotrmodity or specialty type, is
classi~ied for tariff purposes under item 309.43 of the Tariff Schedules of
the United States (TSUS). The most-favored-nation rate of duty currently
applicable to this article was reduced from 15 to 7.5 percent ad valorem
during.the Kennedy round of trade agreements. The statutory rate for TSUS
item 309.43 is 25 percent ad valorem. Rayon staple fiber is not eligible for
duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences.
The United States is a party to the Arrangement Regarding International
Trade in Textiles (Multifiber Arrangement or MFA) which provides a formula for
limiting the level of trade of most textile and apparel articles of cotton,
wool, and marunade fibers. Rayon staple; as well as all other raw (or
unprocessed) fibers, is not covered by the MFA.
Nature and extent of sales at LTFV
Treasury's investigation of U.S. imports of rayon staple fiber from
Belgium covered the 6-month period extending from February 1, 1977, through
July 31, 1977. One manufacturer, S.A. Fabelta (Fabelta), Brussels, Belgium,
was the sole Belgian producer exporting to the United States during the period
of investigation. Fair-value comparisons were made on 100 percent of the
subject merchandise sold to the United States during the period of
investigation. This consisted of
* * * of * * * million pounds. On
May 2, 1978, Treasury reported that the LTFV margin amounted to * * * per
pound, or 6.7 percent. This margin was calculated by comparing purchase
prices to the United States with fair value as established from home market
sales.. On July 21, 1978, Treasury concluded upon further investigation that
all home market sales du~ing the period of investigation were made at prices
less than the cost of producing the merchandise and that such prices could not
be used to establish fair value. By disregarding those home market prices,
but lacking information with respect to sales to third countries, Treasury
determined constructed value to be the appropriate basis for calculating the
fair value of the merchandise. Accordingly, Treasury advised the Commission
that the revised weighted average margin is 57.6 percent.
Other antidumping proceedings currently being
conducted by Treasury
On April 12~ 1~77, 2 months prior to the filing of the complaint in the
instant investigation, Treasury initiated an antidumping investigation of
rayon staple fiber from Austria. On October 19, 1977, Treasury made a
tentat.ive determination that rayon staple. fiber frOlll Austria is being sold at
LTFV. In the tentative determination, Treasury ida.f(tified Chemiefaser Lenzing
(Lenzing) as the sole Austrian producer exporting to the United States. Using
the purchase price and the home market price, Treasury made fair value
comparisons on 97 percent of the sales of the subject merchandise to the
United States during the period November 1, 1976, through April 30, 1977.
Those comparisons indicated that the purchase price of rayon staple fiber was
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less than the home market price of similar merchandise; a margin of
approximately 10.5 percent was found on all sales compared. Accordingly,
Customs officers were directed to withhold appraisement of rayon staple fiber
from Austria for 6 months.
On January 23, 1978, Treasury determined to discontinue this antidumping
investigation, stating that while prices to the United States were below
Austrian home market prices, the elimination of the price differential by the
sole Austrian exporter, the provision of assurances of no future sales at
LTFV, and the· presence of special circumstances warrant the discontinuance of
this investigation. More specifically, Treasury stated:
It has been determined that all differences between home
market price and purchase price would have been eliminated
if an adjustment for the export processing discount had
been allowed. In a prior antidumping investigation
involving this product from Austria in 1961, an adjustment
was granted to Lenzing's home market prices for this
discount and a "Determination of No Sales at Less Than
Fair Value" was issued (26 FR 6276). Lenzing has operated
since that time under the assumption that an adjustment
for this discount would be made in any future
investigation under section 20l(a) ·of the Act. Upon
notification at the time of the tentative determination in
the instant case that Treasury had changed its
interpretation regarding this discount, Lenzing eliminated
the export processing discount, thereby eliminating all
price differentials between home market price and purchase
price. Formal assurances were submitted through counsel
that no future sales at less that fair value within the
meaning of the Act would be made.
On March -7, 1978, Treasury announced a reopening of the antidumping
proceeding.concerning rayon staple fiber from Austria. Treasury reopened the
case pending the completion of an analysis of the production costs of the sole
Austrian exporter in order to determine if sales in the home market are being
made at prices below the cost of production. Treasury noted that a
preliminary analysis had not revealed that such below cost sales are in fact
being made, but that an additional inquiry is necessary before final conclusions can be reached. Treasury officials have informally notified the .
Commission that final disposition of the Austrian case will occur after the
conclusion of the Commission's instant investigation on rayon staple fiber
from Belgium. In 1977, U.S. imports of rayon staple fiber from Austria were
approximately four times as large as those from Belgium.
On May 5, 1978, Treasury simultaneously instituted antidumping investigations of rayon staple fiber from France, Finland, Italy, and Sweden. Tentative determinations concerning these investigations are not expected until
November 1978.
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The U.S. Market
Apparent U.S. consumption
From 1960 through 1968 ~he demand for rayon staple in wearing apparel and
home furnishings increased significantly in the U.S. markets. Reflecting
strong market conditions, apparent U.S. consumption increased 127 percent
during this period. At the same time, polyester staple was i~troduced in the
United States as a high-priced specialty fiber which was more durable and
abrasion resistant than rayon. Polyester and other manmade fibers began to
displace rayon in a number of apparel and home furnishing applications as soon
as large scale production reduced manufacturing cost and selling prices.
Apparent U.S. consumption of rayon staple fiber decreased from 890 million
pounds in 1968 to 711 million pounds in 1973, and then fell dramatically to
391 million pounds in the recession year 1975 (table 1). Apparent ·consumption
recovered somewhat in 1976 and -1977, increasing to 475 million pounds and 478
million pounds, respectively. Apparent consumption was 124 million pounds
during January-March 1978, representing a 2-percent decline compared with the
corresponding period of 1977. In 1968, rayon staple accounted for about 15
percent of all cotton, polyester, and rayon staple consumed in the United
States. In 1977 this market share dropped to 8 percent (table 2).
Rayon staple has fared considerably better than rayon continuous filament
yarn, which has lost nearly all its markets except tire cord. Rayon staple
has re.tained its popularity in new nonwoven applications where moisture
absorbency is a desired property, as with disposable diapers, wiping cloths,
and sanitary articles. As shown in the table below, declining apparent
consumption is common to both commodity and specialty rayon staple fiber.
During the period 1973-77 apparent consumption of commodity and specialty
staple dropped 30 and 41 percent, respectively.

Rayon staple fiber: Apparent U.S. consumption, by types, 1973-77,
January-March 1977, and January-March. 1978
(In millions of pounds)
Period

.

~Commodity :specialty

Total
.

1973--------------------------------------------:
1974--------------------------------------------:
1975--------------------------------------------:
1976--------------------------------------------:
1977--------------------------------------------:
January-March-1977------------------------------------------:
1978------------------------------------------:

:

519.8
427.8
314.6
373.0
366.0

·190.8
150.4
75.9
101.7
112.0

710.6
578.2
390.5
474.7
478.0

96.4
94.3

30.6
29.3

127.0
124.1

Source: Producers' shipments and exports compiled from data submitted in
response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission; U.S.
imports compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Connnerce
and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Connnission.
Note.--Apparent consumption equals producers' shipments plus imports minus
exports.
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of rayon staple fiber consist exclusively of connnodity
staple excepting some Canadian articles which are of a high-wet modulus type.
U.S. imports from all countries declined from 44.2 million pounds in 1973 to
37.0 million pounds in 1974, remained about the same in 1975, and then
increased to 41.5 and 54.1 million pounds in 1976 and 1977, respectively
(table 3). The value of U.S. imports has exhibited a slightly different trend
than has the quantity of imports owing to changing average unit values. The
value of imports increased from $14.0 million in 1973 to $17.7 million in 1974
despite a .16-percent decline in the quantity of imports (table 4). This rapid
rise in unit value was associated with the strong seller's market in 1974;
thereafter, the average unit value of imports declined. The value of imports
fell to $15.9 million in 1975, before rebounding somewhat to $17.8 million and
$24.0 million in 1976 and 1977, respectively.
U.S. imports from Belgium, which were negligible in 1973-76, amounted to
6.5 million pounds in 1977 and 1.4 million pounds in January-March 1978 •. The
value of these imports was $2.6 million in 1977 and $573,433 in January-March
1978. All of this merchandise was imported by J. J. Ryan & Sons, Greenville,
s.c., and subsequently sold to three U.S. textile mills. J. J. Ryan & Sons is
the only U.S. importer of rayon staple known to stock merchandise in the
United States.
During the last 5 years Austria has been the largest supplier of U.S.
imports, accounting for more than 50 percent of total U.S. imports during
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1975-77. The Austrian staple is imported by a single firm, Chemray Fibers,
Inc., of New York City. Although U.S. imports increased by 12.6 million
pounds in 1977, imports from Austria declined. The increased imports in 1977
were supplied by Belgium, France, Sweden, Finland, and Italy.
U.S. producers' shipments
For the purpose of this report, U.S. producers' shipments include
U.S.-made rayon staple fiber which is shipped to domestic customers or
exported. As shown in the table below, U.S. producers' shipments declined
sharply from 683 million pounds in 1973 to 374 million pounds in 1975. These
shipments recovered somewhat in 1976 and 1977. U.S. producers' shipments of
commodity and specialty staple have generally changed in a similar manner with
the exception of 1977, when commodity staple declined by 2.2 million pounds
whereas specialty staple increased by 17.5 million pounds.
Rayon staple fiber: U.S. producers' shipments, by types, 1973-77,
January-March 1977, and January-March 1978
(In millions of pounds)
Period

~Cononodity ~Specialty

1973--------------------------------------------:
1974--------------------------------------------:
1975------------------------------------------~-:

1976--------------------------------------------:
1977--------------------------------------------:
January-March-1977-~----------------------------------------:
1978~-----------------------------------------:

Total

494.7
423.4
296.8
364.7
362.5

188.6
151.6
77.0
103.3
120.8

683.3
575.0
373.8
468.0
483.3

88.7
93.5

32.0
29.7

120.7
123.2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Cononission.
U.S. domestic shipments.--u.s. domestic shipments of rayon staple
declined sharply from 666 million pounds in 1973 to 424 million pounds in
1977, representing a 36-percent decrease. This decline affected both
commodity and specialty rayon staple. In contrast to total U.S. producers'
shipments, which increased in 1977, U.S. domestic shipments dropped from 433
million pounds in 1976 to 424 million pounds in 1977.
U.S. exports.--u.s. exports of domestic merchandise registered strong
gains during the period 1973-77 (table 5). As shown in the table below, U.S.
exports increased from 16 .• 9 million pounds in 1973 to 34.8 million pounds in
1976 before surging upward to 59.4 million pounds in 1977. The 24.6 million
pound increase in U.S. exports during 1977 comprised a 17.8 million pound
increase in conmodity staple and a 6.8 million pound increase in specialty
staple.
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Rayon staple fiber: U.S. exports of domestic merchandiSe by types, 1973-77,
January-March 1977, and January-March 1978
(In millions of pounds)
Period

:commodity :specialty

1973--------------------------------------------:
1974~------------------------------------------:

1975--------~-----------------------------------:
1976~------------------------------------------:

1977--------------------------------------------:
January-March-1977------------------------------------------:
1978------------------------------------------:

Total

15.5
32.0
18.8
31.3
49.1

1.4
1.8
1. 7
3.5
10.3

16.9
33.8
20.5
34.8
59.-4

6.0
12.2

1.6
.4

7.6
12.6

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Information obtained at the public hearing suggests the following reasons for
the increased U.S. exports of rayon staple fiber. First, the price control
system, in effect during part of 1974, gave U.S. producers an incentive to
sell commodity rayon staple fiber abroad at the higher unregulated world
price. Second, in 1977 some U.S. producers accumulated large inventories of
rayon staple fiber, which was sold abroad at distress prices when no domestic
customer could be found (transcript of the hearing, p. 68). Information
obtained through Commission questionnaires shows that * * * inventories and
exports nearly doubled in 1977 over their 1976 levels.
Consideration of Injury
Utilization of productive facilities
To evaluate the extent of the idling of productive facilities, the
Commission asked U.S. producers to report their annual capacity to produce
rayon staple fiber, in pounds, for the period 1973-77. Further, the
Commission defined capacity as the maximum sustainable output reflecting the
firm's normal product mix during each of the years in question. Before the ·
results are discussed, a shortcoming of this method of determining capacity
utilization should be noted. Labor strikes reduce the measured rate of
capacity utilization of the U.S. producers for reasons unrelated to actual
production needs. A significant reduction in production·occurred during the
period October 15, 1976-December 15, 1976, when Enka's Lowland, Tenn., plant
was struck with a labor dispute.
As shown in the following table, U.S. producers' capacity declined from
785 million pounds in 1973 to 650 million pounds in 1977. The closing of
Avtex's Parkersburg, W. Va., plant in 1974 and the effects of environmental
standards on the operations of various plants account for the declining
capacity. The data further indicate substantial excess capacity during the
last 5 years despite the fact that Enka operated at near capacity levels
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during most of the period under consideration. Idle capacity will not greatly
affect the financial viability of a firm if it can readily transform its
unused capital assets to cash or other productive purposes. Owing to the
nature of rayon production, capacity cannot be readily adjusted to meet
changing market demand. This lack of flexibility 9 coupled with the high
capital intensity of rayon prqduction, accentuates the adverse effects on
producers with excess capacity.
Rayon staple fiber:

U.S. production and U.S. producers' capacity, 1973-77
Item

1973

1974

1975

1976

660
785
84

612
785
78

350
712
49

459
650
71

Production------------------million pounds--:
Capacity------------------------------do----:
Ratio of production to capacity----percent--:

1977
507
650
78

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trad~ Commission.
Employment
The Commission collected employment data from U.S. producers of rayon
staple .fiber, a summary of which is in the following table. The average
number of production and related workers producing rayon staple fiber remained
about the same from 1973 to 1974 and then dropped precipitously in 1975, with
a modest recovery occurring in 1976 and 1977. The pattern for man-hours
worked is similar.
Average number of production and related workers producing rayon staple fiber,
and man-hours worked, 1973-77, and January-March 1978
Item
Average number of production and
related workers--1,000 workers--:
Man-hours worked by production and:
related ·workers
million man-hours--:

;January1977 : March
1978

1973

1974

1975

1976

3.7

3.7

2.3

2.5

2.7

2.6

8.0

8 .1

4.5

5.1

5.7

1/ 5.9

]} Annualized.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Characteristics of the work force.--Mr. Bruce Dunton, Division Director,
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers, described at the public hearing the
demographics of the rayon staple work force. Mr. Dunton characterized this
work force as being either "fairly old" (over 45 years of agej or young (under
25 years of age). He stated that women account for about 20 to 30 percent of
the work force and that the labor skills involved in the production of rayon
staple are not readily transferrable to other industries. Finally, Mr. Dunton
stated that rayon fiber plants are located in older industrial towns where few
other job opportunties are available.
Trade adjustment assistance.--Title II, chapter 2, of the Trade Act of
1974 provides for adjustment assistance to workers, firms, and communities
when increased imports have contributed importantly to their economic
difficulties. On May 23, 1978, the Department of Labor found that workers
previously employed in Avtex's Nitro, W. Va. plant were entitled to·import
adjustment assistance. The U.S •. Department of Labor found that" • • •
increase of imports of articles like or directly competitive with rayon staple
fibers produced at the Nitro, West Virginia plant of Avtex Fibers, Inc.,
contributed importantly to the decline in sales and production and to the
total or partial separation of workers at that plant."
Profit-and-loss-experience
The Commission asked the three U.S. producers to report their financial
data wfth respect to their rayon staple fiber operations and ~verall
establishment operations where rayon staple fiber was produced. Since the
producers could provide useable financial data on their rayon staple fiber
operations this section will focus on such data.
Owing to the sharply rising prices and increased quantities of producers'
shipments, net sales increased from $237 million in 1973 to $290 million in
1974 •. A very steep decline in producers' shipments accounts for the lower
level of net sales, $201 million, in 1975. Net sales partially recovered in
1976 and 1977, as shown in the table below.
Aggregate profit-and-loss experience of the three U.S. producers of rayon
staple fiber, 1973-77, and January-March 1978
Period

1973-------------------------:
1974-------------------------:
1975-------------------~-----:

1976-------------------------:
1977-------------------------:
1978 (January-March)---------:

Net operating :Ratio of net operaNet sales :profit or (loss)
ing profit or
!before income tax:(loss) to net sales
1,000
Percent
dollars
1, 000 dollars
237,422
290,013
200,742
261,282
285,410
72, 992

18,321
38,930
(294):
7' 613 :
(1, 680):
(2,809):

7.7
13.4
(.2)

2.9
(.6)

(3.9)

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Net operating profit increased from $18 million in 1973 to $39 million in
1974, before sliding into a loss position during the recession year 1975. The
industry registered small profits in 1976, but again fell into a loss position
in 1977 and January-March 19~8. None of the three firms reported a loss in
either 1973 or 1974. Net losses were reported by * * * in 1975 and 1976,
while * * * reported such in 1977 and January-March 1978 (table 6).
Inventories
U.S. producers provided information regarding their inventories on
certain dates during the period December 1973-March 1978. A summary of this.
information is found in the following table. The data indicate that U.S.
producers increased inventories during 1974, reduced them in 1975 and 1976,
and began increasing inventories throughout 1977. Inventory levels declined
slightly during January-March 1978.
Rayon staple fiber: End-of-period inventories held by U.S. producers and the
ratio of such inventories 1/ to producers' shipments, by specified periods,
1973-77, and January-March-1978

Period

:Ratio of U.S.
U.S.
: producers'
producers': inventories
:inventories:to producers'
shipments
Million
Percent
pounds

1973-----------------------------~-------------------:

1974-~-----------------------------------------------:

1975-------------------------------------------------:
1976-------------------------------------------------:
1977:
January-March--------------------------------------:
April-December-------------------------------------:
1978 (January-March)---------------------------------:

32.0
67.3
43.6
24.2

4.7
11. 7
11. 7

35.7
47.3
45.1

7.4
9.8
9.2

5.2

1/ The ratios represent inventories at the end of the period shown divided
by-the quantity of producers' shipments in that period.
Source: Compiled from data subm~tted in response to questionnaires of the
.U.S. International Trade Commission.
The above table also presents the ratio of inventories to shipments for
U.S. producers for specified periods during the past business cycle. This
ratio was 4.7 percent in 1973; a year characterized by a worldwide manmade
fiber shortage. As the recession took hold in the last quarter of 1974 the
ratio jumped to 11.7 percent and remained at this high level throughout 1975.
By the end of 1976, U.S. producers had finally brought their inventory levels
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under control with the ratio of inventories to shipments dropping to 5.2
percent. The situation changed in 1977 as the ratio of inventories to shipments returned to nearly 10 percent.
Consideration of Likelihood of Injury
The issue of future injury to the domestic industry primarily involves
the ability and willingness of Fabelta, the Belgian producer, to export rayon
staple fiber to the United States at LTFV. The demand for co11Dnodity rayon
staple in the United States as well as Fabelta's capacity to increase its·
exports of rayon staple fiber will influence the degree to which the domestic
industry is susceptible to future injury by reason of LTFV sales from Belgium.
Data show that apparent U.S. consumption of rayon staple declined
significantly during the last 10 years (table 2). If such a trend continues
any increase in U.S. imports will result in increased market penetration by
foreign-made fibers. Counsel for J. J. Ryan & Sons predicted that U.S. demand
for rayon staple will increase at a rate of 1.9 percent, annually, during the
period 1977-82, 'giving U.S. producers and importers a larger market in which
to grow (statement from posthearing brief, p. 29).
According to information received by the Co11Dnission, Fabelta operated at
about 77 percent of capacity in 1977, with enough idle capacity to potentially
produce ·an additional 15 million pounds of rayon staple (transcript of the
hearing, p. 58). With the European market experiencing a prolonged slump in
demand, Fabelta may be induced to increase its exports to the United States.
Counsel for J. J. Ryan & Sons states that Fabelta had limited the amount of
annual production available for export to the United States to about 9 million
pounds (statement from posthearing brief, p. 30). It is unclear if the
Belgian government's recent action in assuming 100 percent ownership of
Fabelta will alter the firm's export policy.
Counsel for Avtex argues that Fabelta's prices in 1977 were the lowest
offered by the six major European producers of commodity staple.
Furthermore, he argues that other European producers will be forced to match
the price offered by Fabelta, resulting in price suppression for the domestic
industry (statement from posthearing brief, p. 60). During the period October
1976-May 1978, J. J. Ryan & Sons selling price of Belgian rayon staple was
generally lower than the average selling price of imported fibers, but it was
never the lowest priced import being sold in the United States.
Counsel for Avtex has presented information which shows the existence of
an international association of European rayon producers called Unicel. He
argues that the purpose of Unicel is to coordinate the production and shipment
patterns of its members, which include Fabelta, so as to control the world's
rayon staple market (statement from posthearing brief, p. 61). He further
states that Unicel might decide to reduce excess capacity in Europe by
coordinating the export of rayon staple to the United States. The Commisson
was unable to obtain direct information with regard to the goals and
activities of this alleged cartel.
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged
Injury and LTFV Sales
The Department of the T~easury found LTFV margins on 100 percent of
Fabelta's sales to the United States during the period of its investigation,
February 1, 1977-July 31, 1977. Total sales during this period amounted to
about***; the LTFV margin on all sales was 57.6 percent.
Market pene'tration
As shown in the table below, the ratio of U.S. imports from Belgium to
apparent consumption of all rayon staple fiber was negligible for the period
1973-76. This ratio increased to 1.4 percent in 1977 and declined somewhat
during January-March 1978. U.S. imports from Austria held a relatively
constant market share, about 6 percent, for the period 1975-77, after rising
from 2.4 percent in 1974. The total market share held by U.S. imports
increased from 8.7 percent in 1976 to 11.3 percent in 1977, resulting entirely
from increased U.S. imports from Belgium, Sweden, France, and Finland. In
1977, Belgium accounted for 1.4 percentage points, or 44 percent, of the 3.2
percentage point increase over 1976 reported by these four countries as a
group.
Rayon staple fiber: Ratios of U.S. imports to apparent consumption, by
sources, 1973-77, January-March 1977, and January-March 1978
(In percent)
Source

1973

1974
:

Austria---------------------:
Belgium~-------------------:

Canada-~--------------------:

Sweden----------------------:
France----------------------:
Finland---------------------:
Italy-----------------------:
All other-------------------:
All countries---------------:

.

2.1
0
1.9
.3
.1
.1
0
1.7
6.2

1976

6.2
0
1.3

2.4

6.4

0

0

2.8
.1
.1

1.4

0

..

.

1975

.2
.8
6.4

.1

.
.

.2
.1
.1
1.2
9.5

.1
.1

:January-March-1977;
1978
1977
5.8
1.4
1.2
1.0
.8
.4
.2
.5

.2
.2
.6
8.7 : 11.3

6.7
1.9
1.1
.4
.1
.2
.2
.3
10.9

4.4
1.1
.3
3.4
.3
.7
.3

.4

...

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S~ Department of
·Commerce and from data submitted in response to questionnai~es of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

10.9
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As noted previously, U.S. imports of rayon staple fiber consist almost
exclusively of the commodity-type staple. The following table presents the
ratio of U.S. imports of commodity rayon staple to apparent U.S. consumption,
by sources. The market share ljeld by U.S. imports from Belgium during 1977
increased to 1.8 percent with the more narrowly defined product being used.
Belgium's market share gain in 1977 from 1976 represented about one-half of
the aggregate gains by all countries in that year.
Camnodity rayon staple fiber: Ratios of U.S. imports to apparent consumption,
by sources, 1973-77, January-March 1977, and January-March 1978
(In percent)
:January-March--

Source

1973

1974

1975

1977~-------

1976

1977
Austria---------------------:
Belgium---------------------:
Canada----------------------:
Sweden----------------------:
France----------------------:

2.9

3.2

0

0

1.9

3.7

.4

.1
.1

.2

Finland-~-------------------:

.1

Italy----~------------------:

0

All· other-------------------:
All countries---------------:

2.3
7.8

.

0

.

.3
1.1
8.5

.

8.0
0
1.6
.1
.2
.1
.1
1.4
11.5

..

7.9
7.6
0
1.8
1.1
1.1
.2
1.3
.1
1.0
.2
.6
.2
.3
.9
.7
10.6 :14.4

.

.•·

8.8
2.5
1.3
.5
.1
.3
.2
.5
14.2

1978
5.8
1.5
.4
4.4
.4
.9
.4
.4
14.2

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Prices
Total U.S. demand for rayon staple fiber is strongly affected by changes
in price because this commodity has one relatively close substitute, polyester
staple, and a number of more distant substitutes. Thus, a price increase in
imported and domestically produced rayon staple vis-a-vis polyester staple
will result in an appreciable decrease in demand. In addition, the physical
properties of this commodity and the types of market participants involved
suggest that relative price is an important factor in determining how aggregate demand is shared between foreign and domestic suppliers. This market
recognizes widely accepted product specifications with respect to rayon
staple, thus reducing the ability of suppliers to differentiate their fiber
according to quality or other physical characteristics. The price sensitivity
of rayon staple is furthe~ enhanced because it is purchased by professional
buyers of U.S. textile mills, which are extremely knowledgeable about current
market conditions.
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To investigate price trends in the U.S. market, the Commission sent
detailed questionnaires to U.S. producers and importers, which were asked to
supply the average selling prices received on sales of commodity rayon staple
fiber to U.S. textile mills during January 1974-May 1978. Although U.S.
producers do employ a price list, negotiated discounts are common. The
Commission selected a pricing item adhering to the following specifications:
first quality, 1.35-1.65 denier, regular, bright viscose rayon staple fiber.
Results showing the average selling prices of U.S. producers and importers can
be found in table 7.
The U.S. wholesale price of rayon staple fiber, both domestic and
imported, remained quite stable in 1973, before surging upward in 1974 and
1975; thereafter, the price of rayon staple rose much more moderately. As
shown in the table below, the price of rayon staple increased significantly
during 1973-75, while that of polyester staple actually dropped. This chaqge
in relative price between the two fibers probably accounts for some of the
decline in apparent U.S. consumption of rayon staple occurring during this
period (table 2). In 1976 and 1977 the wholesale price of both fibers
increased at about the same rate, and the relative market share held by the
respective fibers also remained about the same. U.S. producers' price for
rayon staple declined during January-June 1978. Data are not available on
polyester prices during this period.
Annual percentage increase or (decrease) in the U.S. wholesale price of
rayon staple fiber and polyester staple fiber, 1973-77 and January-June 1978
(In percent)
Year
1973------------------------------------------------------:
1974------------------------------------------------------:
1975-----~------------------------------------------------:

1976------------------------------------------------------:
1977------------------------------------------------------:
1978 (January-June)---------------------------------------:

17

Rayon
staple
fiber

Polyester
staple
fiber

38
8

0
0
(4)

3
6

9

4

(2):

2

1/

Not available.

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. Internatio~al
Trade Commission.
During the period January-September 1976, the average domestic price of
connnodity rayon staple fiber remained at about $0.53 per pound. During
October-December 1976 J. J. Ryan & Sons (Ryan) entered the U.S. market,
offering Fabelta's rayon staple at an average price of * * * per pound.
Ryan's price at that time * * * the Austrian import price and * * * the price
of rayon staple from Italy. During October-December 1976 the U.S. producers
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increased their prices about $0.025 pe~ pound and established an average
selling pTice of about $0.556. In March 1977 Avtex announced that it would
increase its list price from $0.58 per pound to $0.61 per pound effective May
1977. Enka announced a similar increase in its list price. However,
Courtaulds did not follow the other U.S. producers and eventually announced
that it would not increase its price. By mid-year 1977, the average domestic
transaction price registered about $0.574, reflecting an additional $0.02 per
pound increase from October-December 1976. By mid-year 1977, Ryan's price
stood at * * * per pound, about * * * the Austrian price and * * * the average
import price. The price difference of about * * * per pound, which existed
between the domestic and Belgian staple during January-June 1977, appears to
have influenced some U.S. textile mills to change suppliers. Throughout the
remaining months of 1977 and the first half of 1978, U.S. producers reduced
their price on rayon staple. By October-December 1977 Avtex and Enka had ·
rolled back their list price to-$0.58 per pound. The average domestic price
fell from $0.574 per pound in April-June 1977 to $0.557 per pound in April-May
1978. During this period Ryan held its price at * * * per pound.
Lost sales
Ryan, the sole importer of the Belgian rayon staple, sold this
merchandise to three textile mills during the period January 1977-March 1978.
In 1976 these firms, * * *, * * *, and * * *, had purchased the bulk of their
commodity rayon staple requirements from * * *, a U.S. producer. During 1977
these mills purchased the bulk of their commodity rayon staple from.Ryan. The
following tabulation shows the quantity of Belgian rayon staple purchased by
the aforementioned textile mills in 1977 (in pounds):

*

*

*

*

*

*

The corporate officials responsible for these purchases discussed their
purchasing decisions in separate, confidential interviews with the Commission's
staff. These officials agreed that price was a very important factor influencing their purchasing decisions and that U.S. producers were not willing to
match Ryan's price during January-September 1977. All three purchasers mentioned quality problems they had encountered with * * * fiber. One purchaser
stated that quality was as important a reason as price for his decision not to
continue purchasing from * * *· They further agreed that an importer must
offer some discount to compensate the buyer for the longer chain of
distribution and the uncertainties involved in foreign trade. Two purchasers
mentioned that * * * eventually did match Ryan's price of * * * per pound
during the latter part of 1977. Two purchasers have returned to * * * as
their primary source of COllJI!lodity staple; one firm now buys the Swedish
staple. ·All three purchasers were hostile toward*** and highly critical of
its past marketing practices.
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APPENDIX A
TREASURY DEPARTMENT LET.TERS TO THE COMMISSION CONCERNING
LTFV SALES FROM BELGIUM
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THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE TREASURVj

WASH1.NRr~~(P~.l}!''2E ii
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Dear Mr. Chairman:
'; :L·;: ;

In accordance·with section 20l(c} of.the An~~dumpitj~ ·1;;
Act, 1921, as amended, you are hereby advised that rayon
staple fiber from Belgium is being, or is likely to pe,
sold at less than fair value within the meaning of the Act.
The United States Customs Service will make available
to the International Trade Commission as promptly as
possible the file on sales or likelihood of sales at less
than fair value of rayon staple fiber supject to this de-·
termination.
This file is for the Commission's use in
connection with its investigation as to whether an industry in the United States is being, or is likely to be,
injured, or is prevented from being established, by the
reason of the importation of this merchandise into the
United States.
Since some of the data in this file is regarded by
the Customs Service to be of a confidential nature, it is
requested that the International Trade Commission consider
all information therein contained for the official use
of the International Trade Commission only, and not to be
disclosed to others without prior clearance with the Customs
Service.
SincE'.!rely yours,

/'- . . /J/"/:/;t,

/ ~~4(/v;*./'/P.~~~"""'"..._""'~"'-'
/General Counsel
Th.e Honorable
Daniel Minchew, Chairman
U.S. International Trade Commission
Washington, D. c.
20436
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THC:: GENERAL COUNSFL OF THE.TREASURY
WA~HINCTON,

.

,..

D.C. :?0220

I 11

I\.'

Dear

~r.

Chairman:

,.

'«'· ·,: . .

. ·. ~ .

: '
. 'i

,.).;1·•...

'.I,.). , ; : i l ·

This is to advise you that the Trcasu~y has reconsidered
the basis for its fair value comparisons in the antidu~pina
investigution involving viscose rayon staple f ibcr from
Belgium, and that as a result of this reconsideration the
weighted average margin in this case as reported in ~he
Treasury's ''Determi~ation·of Sales at Less Than Fair Value"
has been amended.
In its "Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value", the Treasury reported a weighted average
margin based on all sales compared of 6.7 percent.
That
margin had been calculated by comparing purchase prices
to the United States to "fair value" established frorn home
market sales. Based upon further investigation, the
Department has now concluded that all home market sales
during the period of investigation were made· at prices
less than the cost of producing the merchandise and cannot
be used to establish "fair value." By disregarding those
home market prices, but lacking information with respect
to sales by the Belgian firm under investi9ation to
third countries, constructed value has been determined
to be the appropriate basis for calculating the fair value
of the merchandise.
Accordingly, you are hereby advised
that.the margins found with iespect to viscose rayon
staple fiber from Belgium have been revised.
The appropriate weighted average margin has now been calculated to
be 57.6 percent.
I apologize for any inconvenience the late arrival
of this information may have caused the Comuission and
its staff, and hope there is sufficient time for the
Commission to take this information into account in
·its deliberations.

Sincerely,

/(:::;:-~l::

Jr.

Acting General Counsel

The Honorable
Joseph o. Par;~er, Chairman
U.S. International Trade
Com.':li s s ion
Washington, D.C.
20436
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APPENDIX B
U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION NOTICES CONCERNING RAYON
STAPLE FIBER FROM BELGIUM

A-2"6

UNITEl> STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
[AA1921-181]
RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM BELGIUM
Notice of Investigation and Hearing
Having received advice from the Department of the Treasury on May 2, 1978,
that rayon staple fiber from Belgium is being, or is likely to be, ·sold at less than
fair value, the United States International Trade Commission on May 15, 1978,
instituted investigation No. AA1921-181 under section 20l(a) of

th~

Aiitidumping Act,

1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(a)), to determine whether an industry in ·the United
States is being, or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being established,
by reason of the importation of such merchandise into the United States.
Hearing.

A public hearing in connection with the investigation will be held

on Tuesday, June 20, 1978, in the Commission's Hearing Room, United States International Trade Commission Building, 701 E Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20436,
beginning at 9:30 a.m., e.d.t.

All persons shall have the right to appear in person

or by counsel, to present evidence and to be heard.

Requests to appear at the

public hearing, or to intervene under the provisions of section 20l(d) of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, shall be filed with the Secretary of the Commission, in
writing, not later than noon, Thursday, June 15, 1978.
By order of the Commission.

Secretary

Issued: · May 15, 1978
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM BELGIUM

Notice of New Investigation (AA1921-186)
Termination of Prior Investigation (AA1921-181)

An investigation (AA1921-181) was commenced on May 19, 1978 (43 F.R.
21740).

The Secretary of the Treasury on July 28, 1978 (43 F.R. 32915)
'

reconsidered the basis for his fair value comparisons in the antidumping
inveRtigation involving viscose rayon staple fiber from Belgium that is being,
or is likely to be, sold at less than fair value, and, as a result of his
reconsideration, he has modified his determination of May 1, 1978 (43 F.R.
18619) such that the weighted average margin with respect to the class or kind
of articles that are the subject of the above investigation is increased from
6.7 percent to 57.6 percent .
. Having received new and substantially different advice from the
Secretary of the Treasury with regard to the importation of rayon staple fiber
from Belgium, it is obvious that for the Commission to make a determination
based upon the original advice of the Secretary would be or might be a mistake
of fact.

There is not enough time before this investigation would run against

the statutory time limit to give interested persons an opportunity to comment
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upon the change, which is not
Antidumping Act

it~elf,

on~y

• richt guaranteed to them ·by the

but perhaps also by considerations of due process.

We

must therefore afford interested parties opportunity to connnent,
notwithstanding. the statutory time limits.

Moreover, the Secretary appears to

have given us a new detennination that effectively vacates all or at least a
portion of h:i s prior advice to the CO!l'IIlission, justifying a termination of the
present investigation and instituting a new investigation.

We determine,

therefore, that our investigation into injury to the domestic industry based
upon the margin reported on May 1, 1978, is now moot.
The Commission held a hearing in the investigation No. AA1921-181 on
June 20, 1978, and received evi<Jence from and the views of the domestic
producers, the importer, and the Belgian producer.

Inasmuch as the new

determination of the Treasury involves solely a change in.the weighted average
margin, the Connnission is particularly interested that written comments
address th:is matter.
from the prior

The written statements and transcrip~ of the hearing

investig~tion

will remain relevant

~o

the Commission's

determination in the new investigation.
The United States International Trade Commission,

th~refor~,

on

August 25, 1978: .
1.

Terminated investigation No. AA1921-181, instituted on 11ay 19,

1978., (43 F.R. 21740), under section 20l(a) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended, (19 U.S. C. 160(a)) with out any determination because of the
intervening advice from the Secretary;
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2.

Instituted a

ne~

investigation (AA1921-186) to detennine whether

an industry in the United States is being, or is likely to be, injured, or is

prevented from being established, by reason of the importation into the United
States f.rom Belgium of rayon staple fiber.

The title of the new investigation

will be the same as the investigation No. AA1921-181; and,

3.

Determined that there does not at this time appear to be good

and sufficient reason to hold a new public hearing in the investigation;
however, in accordance with 19 C.F.R. 208.4, any interested party who believes
that a public hearing should be held, may, within ten days after the date of
puhlication of this notice, submit a request in writing to the Secretary of
the Commission and the reason for such request.
The Commission intends to expedite the investigation in this case,
and to complete the investigation and make its determinatiOn within thirty
days after the date this notice is published in the Federal Register.
wishing to submit written statements should therefore submit them

in

Parties
a timely

manner, at the latest fourteen days after the date this notice is published in
the Federal Register.
By order of the Commission.

~~~
KENNETH R. MASON
Secretary

Issueu:

August 3, 1978

J
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM BELGIUM

Correction of Notice of New Investigation
[AA1921-186] and Termination of Prior
Investigation [AA1921-181]

Notice is hereby given that the date specified for Commission
action in the above investigation is incorrect.
action, published August .8, 1978 (43
1978.

F.R~

The date of Commission

35122),was given as August 25,

The correct date is July 25, 1978.

By order of the Conunission.

~~Kenneth R. Mason
Secretary

Issued:

August 11, 1978
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APPENDIX C
TREASURY DEPARTMENT NOTICES ON RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM
BELGIUM AS PUBLISHED IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER
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NOTICES

Office of the Secretary
VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM
BELGIUM
.

Antidumping Proceeding Notice

AGENCY: Treasury Department.
ACTION: Initiation of antidumping investigation.
SUMMARY: This notice is to advise the
public that a petition in proper form
has been received and an antidumping
investigation41 is being initiated for the
purpose of determining whether or not
imports of viscose rayon staple fiber from
Belgium are being, or are likely to be,
sold at less than fair value within the
meaning of the Antidumping Act of 1921,
as amended. Sales at less than fair value
generally occur when the prices of the
merchandise sold {or exportation to the
United States are less than. the prices in
the home market.
·
EFFECTIVE DATE: This investigation
will begin on July 22, 1977.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Barbara Victor, Duty Assessment Division, United States Customs Service,
1301 Constitution Avenue NW.. Washington, D.C. 20229, telephone <202566-5492>.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On June 17, 197'1, information was received in proper form pursuant to sections 153.26 and 153.27, Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.26, 153.27>, from coun-

sel ·acting on behalf of Avtex Fibers, Inc ..
FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 42, NO. 141~RIDAY, JULY 22, 1977
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NOTICES
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, n domestic
producer of the subject merchandise, in•
dicatlng a possibility that viscose rayon
staple fiber from Belgium ls being, or 1s
likely tu be. svld at lc:;s t~.nn !~ir value
within the meaning of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended <19 U.S.S. 160
et seq.>.
·
For purposes of this notice. the term
"viscose rayon staple fiber" refers
to viscose rayon staple fiber in noncontmuous form, not carded, not combed
and not otherwise processed. wholly of
filaments <except laminated filaments
and plexiform filaments> .
There is evidence on record concerning injury to, or likelihood of injury to,
or preventio"n of establishment of an industry in the United States. This evidence indicates that imports of viscose
rayon staple fiber from Belgium commenced during the later part of 1976,
and significantly expanded their portion
of the U.S. market during the first quar.:o·ter of 1977. Further. there is information indicating that the margin by which
domestic producers are being undersold
by Belgian imports would be virtually
eliminated were the price dllierential between prices in the Austrian home market and for export to the United States
eliminated.
·
Having conducted a summary investigation as required bY § 153.29 of the
Customs Regulations 09 CFR 153.29)
and ·having determined that there are
grounds for doing so, the United States
Customs Service is instituting an inquiry
to verify the information submitted and
· to obtain the facts necessary to enable
the Secretary of the Treasury to reach
a determination as to the fact or likeli. hood of sales at less than fair value.
A summary of information received
from all sources is as follows:
· The information received tends to.
indicate that the prices of the merchandise sold for exportation !o the United
States are less tha,n the prices for home
consumption. ·
This notice is published pursuant to
1153.30 of the Customs Regulations <19
CFR 153.30>.
HENRY C. STOCKELL, Jr.,
Acting Ge11eral Counsel
of th.e Treasur11.
JULY

18, 1977.

fFR Doc.77-21025 F'..led 7-:U-77;8:45 am}

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 42, NO. 141-FlllOAY, JULY 22, 1977

,.
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NOTIC~S

[4810-22]
VISCOSE

~AYON

ST>'.PLE fiBEll Fl(OM

t;HGJUM

Antidurnping; Withholdir.g of Apprni5am.,,.nl

AGENCY: U.S. Trta.<;ury DepartmenL.
ACTION: Withl10lding of appraise. ment.
SUMMARY: This :notice io t.o advise
the public that a.n antidumping investigation has resulted in a tentative de. termination that viscose rayon staple
fiber from Belgium is being sold at less
than fair value within the meaning of
the Antidumping Act, 1921. Sales at
less than fair value generally occur·
when the price of merchandise sold
for exportation to the United States is
less than the price of such or similar
merchandise 1>old in the home market
or to third countries. Appraisement
for the purpose of determining the
proper duties applicable to entries of
this merchandise will be suspended for
6 months. Interested parties are invited to comment on this action not later
than February 22, 1978.
EFFECTIVE DATE: .January 23, 1978.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
William Trujillo, Operations Officer,
Office of Operations, Duty Assessment Division, U.S. Customs Service,
1301 Constitution Avenue NW ..
Washington, D.C. 20229, telephone
202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On June 17, 1977, information was received in proper form pursuant to
§§ 153.26 and 153.27, Customs Regulations 09 CFR 153.26, 153.27>. from
counsel acting on behalf of Avtex
Fibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa., alleging
that viscose rayon staple fiber from
Belgium is being, or is likely to be, sold
at less than fair value within the
meaning of the Antidumping Act,
192i. as amended <19 u.s.c. 160 et
seq.> <referred to in this notice as "the
Act">. An "Ant!dumplng ·Proceeding
Notice" was published in the FEDERAL
REGISTER of July 22. 1977 (42 FR
.37610-11>. The "Antldumping Proceed·
ing Notice" indicated that there was
evidence on record concerning injury
to, or likelihood of injury to, or prevention of establishment of an industry in the United States.
It has been determined that a modi·
fication of the "class or kind" of mer·
chandise used in the "Antidumping
Proceeding Notice" is appropriate.
The merchandise covered by this determination is "viscose rayon staple
fiber, except solution dyed, in noncon·
tinuous form, not carded, not combed,"
and not otherwise processed, wholly of
filaments <except laminated filaments
and plexiiorm filaments>."
fEDERAL RE<OISTER, VOL 43, NO. 1.S-...MO~OAY, JANl!ARY 23, 1978
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NOTICES

Tl:Jn'ATIVE DETERMINATION OF SALES AT
L&ss THAN FAIR VALUE

On the Oasis oi the inform.at!on developed in the Customs investigation and for the reasons noted below, pur. auant to section 201Cb> of the Act <19·
U.S.C. 160Cb». I hereby determine
that there are reasonable grounds to
believe or suspect that the purchase
price of viscose rayon staple fiber from
Belgium is less than the fair value,
and thereby the foreign market value,
of such or similar merchandise.
STATEMENT OF.REASONS ON WHICH THIS
TENTATIVE DETERMINATION IS BASED .

<a> Scope of Investigation. It appears
that 100 percent of imports of the sub. ject merchandise from Belgium were
sold for export to the United States by
S.A. Fabelta H.V. <Fabelta>. The inves-.
ligation was therefore limited to sales
by Fabelta.
<b> Basis of Comparison. For the
purposes of considering whether the
merchandise in Question is being, or is
likely to be, sold at less than fair value
within the meaning of the Act, the
proper basis of comparison appears to
be between purchase price and home
market price of such or similar merchandise. Purchase price, as defined in
section .203 of the Act <19 U.S.C. 162)
wa.s used since all export sales by Fabelta were made to a nonrelated importer in the United States. Home
market price, as defined in § 153.2,
Customli Regulations <19 CFR 153.2>.
was used since such or similar merchandise was sold in the home market
in sufficient quantities to provide a
basis for comparison.
·
In accordance with § 153.31<b>. Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.3l<b))
pricing information was obtained con:
ceming sales to the United States and
in the home market during the period
February 1 through July 31, 1977.
<c> Purchase Price. For the purpose
of this tentative determination of sales
at less than fair value, purchase price
has been calculated on the basis of the
f.o.b. Antwerp price to the U.S. importer. adjusted·for inland freight and·
· loading costs.
Cd> Home Market Price. For purposes
of this tentative determination, the
home market price has been calculated on the basis of the ex-factory price
to an unrelated Belgian dealer who operates at the same level of trade
the
U.S. importer. Purchases of the subject merchandise by the dealer. consti·
tuted 19 percent of total home market
sales by Fabelta in the- investigatory
period, considered an adequate· basis
for fair value comparisons.
Adjustments ha\·e been made for dis·
counts granted on home market sales
differences in the merchandise sold t~
the United States and in the home
market and differences in credit costs
in the two markets. Claims for adjustments for expenditures on insurance

as

and technical· assistance in the home
market have been rejected because it
does not appear that these costs were
lncurreci on ti1e svec1fic :;:::.!es under in·
vestigatioR.
Ce> Results of Fair Value· compariso~. Using the abov~ criteria, comparisons were made on 100 percent of
the sales of the subject merchandise
to the United States during the period
of investigation. Those comparisons
indicated that the purchase price of
viscose rayon staple fiber was less
than the home market price of such or
similar merchandise. A margin of approximately 6.7 percent was found on
all sales compared.
Accordingly, Customs officers are
bE!ing directed to withhold appraisement of viscose rayon staple fiber
from Belgium in accordance with
§ 153.48, Customs Regulations Cl9 CFR
153.48>.
In accordance with § 153.40, Customs
Regulations <19 CFR 153.40>. interested persons may present written views
or arguments, or request in writing
that the Secretary of the Treasury
afford an opportunity to present oral
views.
Any requests that the Secretary of
the Treasury afford an opportunity to
present oral· views should be addressed
to the Commissioner of Customs, 1301
Constitution . Avenue NW., Washington, D.C. 20229, in time to be received
by his office not later than February
2, 1978. Such requests must be accompanied by a statement outlining the
issues wished to be discussed.
Any written · views or arguments
should likewise be addressed to the
Commissioner of Customs in time to
be received by his office not later than
February 22, 1978. All persons submit·
ting written views or arguments
should avoid repetitious and merely
cumulative material. Counsel for tbe
petitioner and respondent are requested to serve aH written submissions on
all other counsel and to file their submissions with the Commissioner of
Customs in 10 copies.
This notice, which is published pursuant to § 153.35Cb>, Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.35Cb)), shall become
effective on January 23, 1978. It shall
cease to be effective at the expiration
of July 23, 1978 unless previously revoked.
.ROBERT

H.

MUNDHEIM,

General Counsel .
of the Treasury.
JANUARY

17, 1978.

CFR Doc. 78-1827 Filed 1-20-78; a:45 aml
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for a determination of possible· tnJury

to:a United Statesf.ldustry.

·
EFFECTIVE DATE May 1. 19'70.
J'OR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
MarY S. Clapp, Operations Officer,
Office of Operations, Duty Assessment Division, United States CustOms Service, 1301 Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
20229, telephone 202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On June 17, 1977, Information was received in proper from pursuant to sections 153.26 and 153.27, Customs Regulations <19 CJ"R 153.26, 153.27), from
counsel acting ·on behalf of Avtex
Fibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa. alleging
that viscose rayon staple fiber from
belgium is being, or is likely to be, sold
at less than· fair value Within the
meaning of the Antidumptng Act, 1921
as amended <19 U.S.C. 160 et seq.> <referred to in this notice as "the Act">.
An "~tiduinping Proceeding Notice"
was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER
of July 22, 197'1 <42 FR 37610-11>. The
..Antidumping Proceeding Notice" indicated that there was evidence on
record concerning injury to, or likellhood of injury to, or prevention of establishment of an · industry in . the
United States. A "Withholding of APpratsement" notice was published tn
the FEDERAL REGISTER of Janua?"Y 23,
1978, C43 FR 3233) for a 6-month
period.
The merchandise covered by this determination is "viscose rayon staple
fiber, except solution dyed, in non-continuous form, not carded, not combed,
and not otherwise processed, whoHy of
filaments <except laminated filaments
and plexifonn filaments>."

.[4810-22)

DETERMINATION OP SALES AT LEss
FAIR VALUE:

TBAB

On the basis of the information developed in the Customs investigation
and for the reasons noted below, purVISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM
suant to section 301(b) of the Act <19
BELGIUM
· U.S.C. 160Cb)), I hereby determine
Antldumpfng; ·Dotomdnotfon of Sotos. at Loss
that the -purchase price of viscose
Than fair Value
rayon staple fiber from Belgium is less
AGENCY: U.S. Treasury Department. than the fair value, and thereby the
foreign market value, of such or simiACTION: Determination of sales at lar merchandise.
less than fair value.
STATEMENT OP REASONS ON WmCH THIS
SUMMARY: This notice is to advise
DETERMINATION IS BASED:
the public that an antidumping invesa. Scope of investigation. It has been
tigation has resulted in a determination that viscose rayon staple fiber determined 100 percent of imports of ·
from Belgium Js belnir sold at less than the subject merchandise from Belgium
fair value within the meaning of the were sold for export to the United
Antidumping Act; 1921. Appraisement States by S.A. Fabelta N.V. <Fabelta).
for the purpose of determining the The investigation was therefore llmitproper duties applicable to entries of ed to sales by Fabelta.
_
this merchandise was previously susb. Basis o/ comparison. For the purpended for six months. Interested par- poses of considering whether the merties were invited to comment on that chandise in question is being, or is
action. The ·case is being referred to likely to be, sold at less than fair value
the International Trade CommJssion within the meaning of the Act, the
Office of the Secretary
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Bt£>.tes, lillc:m.e m.t'.x-l:rei 19rlc~, as oiaxinoo
W § X5i'l.:Jl, Customs fil.egu!atioru; 00
<C'FlR'. 153.2}, tt1as userll since such oir
eimililJt merchandise was 8oldl in the
il1om0 imuket m sufficient quantities
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Showrl! th!s · mvestirmtion establish
that some qr an home market sales
must be disregarded and that another
basis U.e., third country sales prices or
constructed value> for determining
fair value must be used. the new basis
will be published and we will tmm.ed.lately advise the U.S. International
Trade Commission of any revised
· LTFV margins for its consideration.

§ :?.53.31<b>, CusCPR !53.31Cb)),

rs>ric!nE WfoRmaUon wms obtained concern.me sales to the United States rmcl
m the home market during the period
lil'ebru!M'Y ll, tmough July 3ll, !977.
c. Purchase price. For the g:mrpose of
~ deteli'Ulinatlon of sales at less than
fa.ir ma.rket value, purchase KJrice has
ooen. calculated on the basis of the
f.o.b. AntwelCX' price to the United
Sta~ Am.porter, ad.justOO for inland
fli."e!/Iht ruiol Aoading costs. ·
d. HO'ifl.e m{!l.rket z>rice. JF'or purposes
@f thiol cllete:rmi.xmtion, the home
m&K'ket price has b~n calculated on
~he bas!s ox the ex-factory price to an
umelatecl! :Belgian dealer who operates
mt the same !eve! of trade as the U.S.
~!>Oi'ter. lPw'cheses of the subject
merchandise by the dealer constituted
119 percent of total home market sales
by Fa.belt~ in the investigatory period.
rum were determined to be an ade"quate basis for fair value comparisons.
Adjustments have been made for discounts granted on home market sales,
differences in the merchandise sold to
the United States and in the home
llltl.&.i'ket· and differences in credit costs
m the two markets. Claims for adjustments for expenditures on insumnce
mcl! technical assistance in the home
inu.:rket lhave been rejected because it
~otaS not appear that these costs were
mcurred on the specific sales under investigation.
A claim was made biy the petitioner
that a discount in the home market
should be disallowed since it was based
in part upon "customer loyalty". It is
Treasury policy to adjust for discounts
granted on either home market sales
or export sales to the United States if
At !s verified that such discounts we-re
m fact granted in the alleged amounts.
Having found that this discount was
i?8.ilted on the home market sales
used for fair value comparisons, the
claim made by petitioner has been reJlected and an a.QJustment to home
market price granted for this discount.
Following publication of the Ter..tatlv<a Determination m this case an additional claim was made that Fabelta's .
home market sales had been made at
less than the cost of producing the
merehandise, invoking section 205Cb)
of the Act Cl.9 U.S.C. 164Cb)). This allegation is currently being investigated.

e. Results of fair

v~ue

comparisons.

Using the above criteria, comparisons
~1ere made on 100 percent of the sales
of the subject merchandise to the
United States during the period of investigation. Those comparisons indicated that the purehase price of viscose rayon staple fiber was less than
the home market price of such or similar merchandise. A margin of 6.7 percent was found on all sales compared.
The Secretary has provided an opportunity to known interested persons
to present written and oral views pursuant to § 153.46, Customs Regulations
(19 CFR 153.46>.
The U.S. International Trade Commlss1on is being advised of this determination..
This determination is being purllshed pursuant to section 201Cd> of
the Act <19 U.S.C. 160Cd».
. ROBERT H. MUNDHEIM,
General Counsel of the 7'rea8UT1J.
APRIL 24, 1978.
CFR Doc. '18-11725 Filed 4-~'18; 8:45 aml
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roborated by Information from a
number of sources including the
VISCOSE IAYON STAPLE fllR FIOM
Bureau of Labor Statistics and EuroHLGIUM
pean companies affiliated with domes·
tic producers of this merchandise. InAatlclvmping; Moclifl~tion of Detennlnetl- of
formation provided by members of the
Sale1 ct Lesa Than Fair Value
domestic industry with respect to varAGENCY: U.S. Treasury Department. ious cost input factors for labor and
ACTION: Modification of determina- raw materials have also been com~
pared to information of the same faction of sales at less than fair value.
tors submitted by an Austrian producSUMMARY: This notice ·is to· advise er of such or similar merchandise
the public that the "Determination of during a comparable time frame which
Sales at Less Than Fair Value" under was received in.a companion case con· the Antidumplng Act. 1921. as amend· cerning such merchandise from Aused. on viscose rayon staple fiber from tria and which has been verified by
Belgium has been reconsidered. The the Customs Service. This examinadetermination is being modified to re- tion indicates that Information subnect the results of this reconsider- mitted by members of the domestic ination.
dustry bearing on the cost of producEFFECTIVE DATE: July 28, 1978.
tion of this merchandise from Belgium
•
·FOR FURTHER INFORMATION is not unreliable.
However, a claim by petitioner that
CONTACT:
an imputed cost of Invested and InterMary S. Clapp, Operations Officer,
nally generated working capital should
.Office of Operations, Duty Assess- be included if the cost of production
m"'ent Division, U.S. CUstoms Service. calculation has been rejected. Section
1301 Constitution Avenue NW .• 153.5 of the Customs regulations <19
Washington, D.C. 20229, telephone CFR 153.5>. contemplates the calcula202-566-5492.
tion of the cost of production by refer- ·
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: ence to costs determined In accordance
on May 1. 1978, a "Determination of with · generally accepted accounting
Sales· at Less Than Pair Value" was · principles in the country of manutacpublished in the FEDERAL RmISTD ( 43 ture Cunless these artificially distort
the results. In which case U .8. generalFR 18619-20>. That notice states:
ly accepted accounting principles may
"Pollowtnc publication of the Tentative be applied>. In the absence of any eviDetermination. an additional claim wu
made &.hat Fabelta's home market aales had dence that such impUted costs of capital would be regarded as cost of probeen made at less than the cost of producduction under generally accepted acing the merchandise, tnvolWl& section 205<b>
of &.he act Cl9 U.S.C. U4<b». This allegation counting principles tn the United
la c-.urently betng lnvestip.ted. Should thia States, much less .in BelgiWJi. no adInvestigation establish that some or all
justment for these costs has been alborne market sales must be dillregarded and
lowed.
. .
.
&bat uiother basis <I.e., third country sales
Using the above criteria, it has been
prtcee or constructed value> for determining
found that all of F'abelta's sales of visfa.Ir value must be used. "the new basiS will
be published and we will Immediately advise cose rayon staple fiber sold durinS the
the U.S. International Trade Commission of period of investigation were made at
&D7 revised LTPV ll1IU'ldm for it.a conalderaprices less than the cost of producing
tlon."
the merchandise. Not having received
Information requested from Fabelta. requested Information from Fabelta
With respect to the cost of production with respect. to sales of. this product to
of this merchandise and the prices third countries. the constructed value
charged by Fabelta In sales to third of the merchandise, as defined in seccountries has not been received.. It has tion 206 of the act <19 u.s.c. 165>, nas
therefore been concluded that a deter- been compared to the purchase price
mination whether such home market as previously calculated for purposes
sales have occurred at less than· the of making fair value comparisons, In
cost of production must b·e made based accordarlce with section 153.5 of the
upon the best evidence otherwise CUstoms regulations <19 CFR 153.5>.
available to the Treasury Department. Comparisons were made on 100 perThe best available evidence to us of cent of the subject merchandise to the
the cost of production of this mer- United States dUring the period of Inchandise in Belgium is primarily vestigation. and the amended weightdrawn from infoi'maUon concerning ed average margin so calculated fs 57.6
the cost of production of ·this mer- percent.
.
chandise by members of the American
Accordingly, the "Notice·of Determirayon staple fiber tpdustry, with ad- nation of Sales at Less Than · Falr
justments for ascertainable differ- Value" referred to above is modified to
ences In costs of materials and direct reflect the revised reasons. bases and
production labor. between the United · results of fair value comparisons set
States and Western Europe, as cor- forth above.

(4810-22)
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The OB. International Trade Commission is being advised of this determination.
Tl'.is determination Is being published pursuant to section 201Cd> of
the act <19 U.S.C. 160<d».
Dated: July 21, 1978.
HENRY C. STOCKELL, Jr.,.
Acting General Counsel
of the TreO.SUTJI.
CPR Doc. ft-20904 P!led 7-:-2'1-78; 8:45 ainJ
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APPENDIX D
TREASURY DEPARTMENT NOTICES ON RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM AUSTRIA,
FRANCE, FINLAND, ITALY, SWEDEN AS PUBLISHED IN
THE FEDERAL REGISTER

·A-40

19243

NOTICES
· margin by which· Cfomestlc producers are
being •undersold by Austrian imports
would be coIJlllletely eliminated were tlie
price dUferential between ·prices in the
Austrian home market and .for export to
the United States eliminated.
Having conducted a summary investigation as required by § 153.29 of the eus'.:>ms Regulations Cl9 CFR 153.29> and
having determined that there are
gi-ounds for doing so, the United States
Office of the Secretary
Customs Service is Instituting an inquify
VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBER FROM to verify the information submitted and
.
AUSTRIA ·
to obtain the facts necessary to enable
the Secretary of the Treasury to reach a
Antidumping Proceeding ·Notice
determination as to the fact or likelihood
AGENCY: United States Treasury De- of sales at less th~n fair value.
partment.
A summary of information received
ACTION: Initiation of Antidumping In- from all sources Is as.follows: ·
vestigation.
The ln!onnatton received tends to indicate
SUMMARY: This notice is to advise the that the prices of the merchandise sold for
to the United States are less than
public that a petition in proper form has exportation
been received and an antidumping inves- the. prices for home consumption.
tigation is being initiated for the purpose
This notice is published pursuant to
·Of determining whether or not imports § 153.30 of the Custom Regulations (19
. of viscose rayon staple fiber from Aus- CFR 153.30>.
tria are being, or are likely to be, sold at
Dated: March 31, 1977.
less than fair value within the meaning
JOHN H. HARPER,
ot the Antidumping Act of 1921,. as ~
Acting AsSistant Secretarv .
. amended. Sales. at less than fair value
generally occur when the prices of the
{FR Ooc.77-10595 Filed 4-11-77;8:'15 nmJ
merchandise sold for exportation to the
United States are less than the priceS in
the home market.
EFFECTIVE DATE: This investigation
will begin on April 12, 1!!'17.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
John R. Kugelman, Duty Assessment
Division, United States Customs Service.. 1301 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.. 20229, telephone
(202) 566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY -INFORMATION:
On March 3, 1977, ·information was re-

ceived in proper form pursuant to
and 153.27, Customs Regulations
<19 CFR 153.26, 153.27>. from counsel
acting on behalf of Avtex Fibers, Inc.,
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. a domestic
pr<>Qucer of the subject merchandise, in.;
dicating a possibility that viscose rayon
staple fiber from Austria is being, or is
likely to be, sold at less than fair value
within the meaning of the Antidumping
Act. 1921. as amended <19 U.S.C. 160 et
seq.). ·
For "purposes of this notice. the term
"viscose rayon staple fiber·• refers to viscose rayon staple fiber in non-continuous·
form, not carded, n1>t combed and not
otherwise processed, wholly-of filaments
<except laminated filaments and plexiform filaments).
There is evidence on record concerning injury to. or likelihood of injury to,
or prevention of establishment of an industry in the United States.· This evi. dence indicates that imports of v.iscose
rayon staple fiber from Austria increased
dramatically during the last two years.
During this time. a significant increase
in U.S. market share on the part of the
Austrian imports has occurred. Further,
there is information indicating that the
§ 153.26
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NOTICES
has resulted 1n a tentative determination
that vscose rayon stable fiber from
Austria !:; !kine sc!d at !es.s then !e!r
value. Sales at less than fair value usually occur when the price of merchandise
BOid for eXPortation to th~ United States
is less than the price of such or similar
merchandise sold 1n the home market or
to third countries. Appraisement for the
purpose of determining proper duties applicable to entries of this merchandise
·ww be suspended for 6 months. Interested persons are invited to comment on
this action.
EFFECTIVE DATE: October 19, 1977.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAcr:
David P. Mueller, Operations OIDcer,
Office of Operations, Duty Assessment
Division, Technical Branch, United
states Customs Service, 1301 Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, D.C.
20229, 202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On March 3, 1977, Information was received in proper form pursuant to sections 153.26 and 153.27, Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.26, 153.27), from
counsel acting on behalf of Avtex Fibers,
Inc., Valley Forge, Pa., alleging that
viscose rayon staple fiber from Austria
is being, or is likely to be, sold at less
than fair v.alue within the meaning of
the Antidwnping Act, 1921, as amended
<19 U.S.C. 160 et seq.> <referred to in
this notice as "the Act">. This information was the subject of an "Antidumping Proceeding Notice" which was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER of April
12, 1977 (42 FR 19243>. The "Antidumping Proceeding Notice" indicated that
there was evidence on record concerning
injury to or likelihood of injury to or
prevention of establishment ot ~ industry in the Un,ited States.

[4810-22]
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
· · Office of the Secretary
VISCOSE RAYON STABLE FIBER FROM
AUSTRIA
.
Antidumplng; Withholding of
Appralsement Notice
AGENCY: United States Treasury De-

partm.ent.
·
ACTION: Withholding of Appraisement.
SUMMARY: This notice is to advise the
public that an anttdumplng Investigation

55857
proper basis of comparison appears to
be between purch,ase price and home
market price o! suc:h or ~mllar mP.rchandise. Purchase price. as defined in
section 203 of the Act C19 U.S.C. 162) ,
was used since all export sales by Lenzing were made to a nonrelated importer
in the United States. Home market
price, as defined 1n section 153.2, customs Regulations Cl9 CFR 153.2>, was
used since such or similar merchandise
was sold in the home market in sufficient
quantities to provide a basis for comparison.
In accordance with section 153.31Cb>,
Customs Regulations (19 CFR 153.31
<b> >, pricing information was obtained
concerning sales to the United StateS
and in the home market during the period November 1, 1976, through April
30, 1977.
C. PURCHASE PRICE

For the purpose of this tentative determination of sales at less than fair
value, purchase price has been calculated on the basis of the ex-factory price
to the United States importer, net of discounts.
D. HOME MARKET PRICE

For the purpose of this tentative determination of sales at less than fair
value, the home market price has been
calculated on the basis of the delivered
prices to unrelated Austrian purchasers.
Adjustments have· been made for ·cash
discounts, qu,antity discounts, inland
freight costs, advertising costs, technical assistance costs, costs of resolving
complaints, warranty claims, credit costs,
and for differences in packing costs. A
claim for an export processing discount
was not allowed as the conditions attached to its payment constituted a restriction on disposition and use which affected the value of the merchandise by
the amount of the discount. Claims for
TENTATIVE. DETER1'4INATION OF SALES AT additional adjustments for advertising
LEss THAN FAIR VALUE
. costs .and other contributions have been
On the basis of the information devel- rejected at this time for lack of sufficient
oped in the Customs' investigation and documentation that they are costs difor the reasons noted below, pursuant to rectly related to the sale under consideration or were incurred on behalf of the
section 20l(b) of the Act Cl9 U.S.C. 160 home
market purchaser.
·
Cb>) , I hereby determine that there are ·
#
reasonable grounds to believe or suspect
E. REStTLTS OF FAIR VALUE COMPARISONS
th.at the purchase price of viscose rayon
Using the above criteria, comparisons
staple fiber from Austria Is less than the were
made on 97 percent of the s.ales of
fair value, and thereby the foreign mar- the subject
merchandise to the United
. ket value, of such or similar merchan- States
during the representative period.
dise.
Those comparisons indicated that the
. STATEMENT OF REASONS ON WHICH THIS -purchase price of viscose rayon staple
TENTATIVE DETERMINATION IS BASED
fiber was ·1ess than the home market
price of such or similar merchandise. A
A. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
m,a.rgln of approximately 10.5 percent
It appears that 100 percent of imports was found on all sales compared.
of the subject merchandise from AusAccordingly, customs omcers are
tri.a were sold for expart to the United being directed to withhold appraisement
States by Chemiefaser Lenzing <Len- of viscose rayon staple fiber from Auszing). The investigation was therefore tria in accordance with § 153.48, Customs
Regulations <19 CFR 153.48>.
limited to sales by Lenzing.
In accordance with § 153.40, Customs
B. BASIS OF COMPARISON
Regulations C19 CFR 153.40), interested
For purpo"se8 of considering whether persons may present written views or
he merchandise in question is being, or arguments, or request 1n writing that the
is likely to be, sold at less than fair value Secretary of the Treasury afford an opwithin the meaning of the Act, the portunity to present oral views.

.A-42

NoTICE.~

A1J.Y requests that the Secretary of the
·Treasury atl'ord an opJ>OrtunJty to present or&l views should be addressed to
t.'le Commissioner of CUstoms, 1301 Constitution Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
20229, in time to be received by hi.~ uflice
no later than October 31, 1977. Such re.quests must be accompanied by a state-·
ment outlining the issues wished to be
discussed.
Any written views or arguments should
llkeWise · be addressed to the Commissioner of Customs in time to be received
by h1s office not later than November 18,

1977.
This notice, which is published pursu-

ant to section 153.35 <b>, Customs RegulatlOns 09 CFR 153.35<b> ), shall become
effective October 19, 1977. It shall cease
to be effective at the expiration of 6
months from the date of publication unless previously revoked.
RoBERT H. MUNDHEIM,
General Counsel of the Treasury.
OcTOBEll 13, 1977.
IPR Doc:77-30417 Piled 10-18-77;8:45 ~I
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NOnCES
ACTION: Discontinuance of anti·
dumping Investigation.
SUMMARY: This notice Is to adVise
the public that it has been determined
to discontinue the antidumping investigation of viscose rayon staple fiber .·
from Austria. While prices to the
United States during the period of Investigation were below Austrian home
market prices, the elimination of the
price differential by the sole Austrian
exporter. the. provision of assurances
of no future sales at . less than fair .
value, and the presence of special circumstances, as detailed in the body of
this notice, combine to warrant the
discontinuance of the investigation.
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 23, 1978.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
David P. Mueller, Duty Assessment
Division, Office of Operations, U.S.
Customs Service, 1301 Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
20229, telephone 202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On March 4, 1977, information was received In proper fonn pursuant to
ff 153.26 and 153.27, Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.26, 153.27>. from
counsel acting on behalf of Avtex
Fibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa., alleging
that viscose rayon staple fiber from
Austria is being, or is likely to be, sold
at less than fair value within the
meaning of the Antidumping Act,
1921. as amended <19 u.s.c. 160 et
seq.) <referred to in this notice as the
"Act"). This information was the subject of an "Antidumping Proceeding .
Notice" which was published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER of April 12. 1977 <42
FR 19243).
A "Withholding of Appraisement"
notice was published in the FEDERAL
REGISTER of October 19, 1977 <42 FR
55857> with regard to viscose rayon
fiber fron;r Austria.
It has been det&mined that a modification of the"class or kind" of mer~
chandise used in the "Withholding of
. Appraisement" notice is appropriate.
The merchandise covered by this
notice is "viscose rayon staple fiber,
except solution dyed, in noncontin·
uous form. not carded. not combed,
and not otherwise processed, wholly of
filaments <except laminated filaments
and plexiform filaments>."
FINAL DISCONTINUANCE

[4810-22)
VISCOSE IAYON STAPLE FllEI FIOM
AUSTRIA

Dltcontlnuanco of Antidumping lnvostigation

AGENCY: U.S. Treasury Department.

On the- basis of the information developed in the Customs' investigation.
and for the reasons noted below. pursuant to§§ 153.33 <a><3> and <el of the
Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.33
Ca><3> and <e», I hereby discontinue
the antldumping investigation con·
cerning viscose rayon staple fiber from
Austria.
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partsons. were made on all 1>f the sales·
of the -s'ubJect merchandise to . the
States during the represent&·
<a> Scope of the investigation. All United
pertod:·
Those comparisons indilive
k;nown imports of viscose rayon staple
fiber from Austria were manufactured. cated that "the purchase price of visby Chemiefas.er Lenzlng AO <Lenzing>. cose rayon staple fiber was less than
Therefore the investigation was limit~ the home market price of such. or slml- ·
lar merchandise.
·
ed to this manufacturer.
It has been detennlned that all dlf·
<b> Ba.sis of comparison. For the
purposes of considering whether the terences between home market price
merchandise in question is being, or is · and purchase price would have been
likely to be, sold at less than· fair value eliminated if an adjustment for the
within the meaning of the Act, the export proces5ing ·discount had· been
proper basis of comparison is between allowed. In a prior antidumping inves·
purchase price and home market pri~e tigatlon involving this product from
of such or similar merchandise. Pur- Austria in 1961, an adjustment was.
chase price, as defined In section 203 granted to Lenzlng's home market
of the Act Cl9 U.S.C. 162>. was used - prices for this discount and a "Detersince all export sales by Lenzing were mination of No Sales at Less Than
made to an unrelated importer in the Fair Value" was issued <26 FR 6276>.
United States. Home market price.· as Lenzing has operated since that time
defined in § 153.2, Custorris Regula- under the assumption that an adjusttions <19 CFR 153.2>. was used since . ment for this discount would be made
such or similar merchandise was sold in any future Investigation ·under secIn the home market in sufficient quan- tion 20l<a> of the Act. Upon notificatities to provide a basis for compari- tion at the time of the tentative determination in the instant case that Treason.
In· accordance with § 153.31Cb>. Cus- sury had changed its interpretation retoms Regulations <19 CFR 153.31Cb», garding this discount, LenZlng eliml·
pricing information was obtained con- nated the export processing discount,
cerning sales to the United States and thereby eliminating all price differen·
In the home market during the period tials between home market price and
November l, 1976, through April 30, purchase price. Formal assurances
were submitted through counsel that
1977.
<c> Purchll8e price. For the purposes no future sales at less than fair value
of this discontinuance, purchase. price within the meaning of the Act 1a;ould
has been calculated on the basis of the be made.
ex-factory price to the U.S. importer,
The order issued October 19, 197'7, to
net of discounts.
withhold appraisement on the subject
(d) Home market price. For the pur- merchandise from Austria, the notice
IJ()Ses of this discontinuance, the home of which is cited above, is hereby termarket . price has been calculated on minated, effective on January 23. 1978.
~he basis of the delivered prices to unThis notice is published pursuant to
related Austrian purchasers. Adjust·
ments have been made for cash dis- § 153.33<e>. Customs Regulations <19
oounts. quantity discounts, inland CFR 153.33Ce».
freight costs. advertising costs. technl·
ROBERT H. MUNDHEilll,
i:a1 assistance costs. costs of resolving
General Counsel o/ tM Trecuu'l'.
i:omplaints, warranty claims. credit
JANUARY·17, 1978.
·,
:osts, and for differences in packing
:osts. A claim for an export processing
CFR Doc. 78-1822 Filed 1-20-78; 8:45 amJ
:liscount was not allowed since it has
t>een determined that the conditions
lttached to Its payment constituted a
restridion on the disposition and use
which affected the value of the· mer:handise. by the amount of the dis·
:ount. A claim for salaries paid to
t.enzing personnel in providing techni·
:al assistanc:!e to customers and resolving complaints was disallowed as it
:ould not be demonstrated that the
!xpenses Incurred were related to any
;>articular sale or group of sales.
C:laims .for additional adjustments for
ldvertislng costs and contributions to
l trade lnstitu•.e have been disallowed
1.s these expenses do not bear a direct
relationship to the sales under consid!ratioQ, and they could not be consld·
!red to have been Incurred on behalf
>f the purchasers.
<e> · Resulu of fair t'Clue comparf·
ron.t. Using the above criteria, com-

8TAT!:MBNT OJ' REASOlfS ON WHICH THIS
DISCONTINUANCE IS BASED
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[4810-22]
DEPARTMENT OF THE Rl!ASYll'l1

ment TOOpen this investigation and

!Issue a stmwtaneous "Withholuuig of

Office of tit• Seao9uy
VISCOSE RAYON STAN fli& R@M
AUSTalA

Antfchnnpin9; Reopening of
·
lnvHtigotlon

A~~ Jll'i~ra. inc., Valley Forge, Pa.
~uesting that the Treasure Depart-

~

AGENCY: U.S. Treasury Department.
ACTION: Reopening of discontinued
antldumplng Investigation.
SUMMARY: This notice is to advise
the public that it has been determined
that the discontinued antidwnplng
proceeding concerning viscose rayon
staple fiber from Austria should be reopened. The proceeding is being X"eopened to complete a detailed analysis
of the production costs of the sole
Austrian exporter in order to determine If sales in the home market are
being made at prices below the cost of
production. A preliminary analysis already conducted had not revealed that
such below cost sales are in fact being
· made, but additional inquiry is necessary before any final conclusions can
be reached with regard to this issue.
EFF'.ECTIVE DATE: March 7, 1978.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
Mary S. Clapp, Operations Officer,
U.S. Customs Service, Office of Operations, Duty Assessment Division,
1301 Constitution Avenue NW.,
Washington. D.C. 20229, telephone
202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On January 23, 1978, a notice of "Discontinuance of Antidumping Investigation" with respect to viscose rayon
staple fiber from Austria was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER (43 FR
3234-3235>. That notice states in part:
· It has been determined that all differences between home market price and purchase price would have been eliminated If
an adjustment for the export processing discount had been allowed. In a prior antldumping investigation invol\ing this product from Austria in 1961, an adjustment was
granted to Lenz\ng's (the sole Austrian exporter in the present case> home market
·prices for this discount and a "Determination of No Sales at Less Than Fair Value"
was Issued (26 FR 6275). Ler~ing has operated since that time under the assumption
that an adjustment for this discount would
be made In aY future Investigation under
section 20l<a) of the Act. Upon notification
at the time of the Tentative Determination
In the instant case that Treasury had
changed Its interpretation regarding this
discount, IP-nzlng eliminated the exl)ort processing discount, thereby eliminating all
price differential.s between home market
price and purchase price. Formal assurances
were submitted through counsel that no
future sales at less than fair value within
the meaning of "the <Antidumpirig) Act
would be made.

On January 23, 1978, information

was received from counsel on behalf of

Appralsement." The request was based
upon the allegmtton that the lower
home market price for viscose rayon
staple fiber which Lenzing adopted
when it eliminated the export processing discount was below the cost of production as defined in section 205Cb > of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended <19 U.S.C. 164<b» <hereinafter referred to as "the Act"). Based upon
this information, petitioner requests
that home market prices be disregarded and that constructed value be used
for fair value comparisons to determine whether or not the merchandise
in c.iuestion is or is likely to be sold at
less than lair value.
Based upon a preliminary on-site
verification and analysis of a submission by Lenzing with res?1!Ct to its cost
of producing viscose rayon staple
· .fiber, it has been determined that It
would be inappropriate to reopen this
investigation and simultaneously issue
a "Withholding of Appralsement."
Thfs preliminary analysis did not
reveal the apparent existence of below
cost sales. However, the investigation
is being reopened to enable the U.S.
Customs Service to conduct a thorough analysis of Lenzing's production
costs, according to the information
gathering and. verification procedures
followed in antidumping cases. A determination will then be made wheth~r home market sales have been made
at prices below the cost of producing
that merchandise pursuant to § 153.5
of the Customs regulatior.s <19 CFR
153.5) and if there are sales at less
than the cost of production, whether
there are or are likely to be sales to
the United States at less than fair
value.
The reopened investigation will
allow the Treasury to explore this new
issue, which arose, in part, as a result
of the Treasury's determination to discontinue the original investigation on
the basis of the respondents adjustments to home market price to eliminate previously existing dwnp:ng margins. A determination will be announced as expeditiously as possible
but in any event Within the time limits
specified in section 20Hb><l> of the
Act.
This notice is being published pursuant to the provisions of § 153.33<g> of
the Customs regulations <19 CFR
153.33(g).
.
ROBERT H. MUNDHEIM,
Gene11LZ Counsel of the Treasury.

MAltcH 1, 1978.
CFR Doc. 78-5852 Filed

3~78;

8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY .
Office of the SecMtary
. VISCOSI RAYON STAPLE FllB ROM FRANCE
~pln1

Pr-.dlng

AGENCY: Unitecl States Treasury Department,
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ACTION: Initiation of Antldumplng
Investigai.iou.
SUMMARY: This notice Is to advise
the public that a petition in proper
form has been received and an antldumpir.g investigation Is being initiated for the purpose of determining
whether or not imports of viscose
rayon staple fiber from France are
being, or are likely to be, sold at less
than fair value within the meaning of
the Antidumping Act of 1921, as
·amended.
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 5, 1978.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
Michael E. Crawford, Duty Assessment Division, United States Customs Service, 1301. Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
20229, telephone 202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On March 28, 1978, information was
received in proper form pursuant to
§§ 153.26 and 153.2'1, CUstoms Regulations U9 CFR 153.26, 153.27>, from
counsel acting on behalf of Avtex
Fibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa., a domestic producer of the subject merchandise, indicating a possibility that
viscose rayon staple fiber from France
Is being, or Is likely to be, sold at less
than fair value within the meaning of
the AntidumpL"lg Act, 1921, as amended <19 U.S.C. 160 et seq.>.
For purposes of this notice, the term
"Viscose rayon staple fiber" refers to
viscose rayon staple fiber, except solu- ·
tion dyed.·in non-continuous form. not
carded, not combed and not otherwise
proeesse<f. wholly of filaments <except
' l&minated filaments and plexilorm
filaments>.
Margins of· dumping are alleged
which, based on a comparison of sales
to the U.S. to sales in the home
market, range from 13 percent to 16
percent. Petitioner has alleged, however, that sales in France of viscose
rayon staple fiber are being made at
prices below the cost of production as
defined in section 205<b> of the Act <19
USC 164). A comparison of sales to the
U.S. and the constructed value of
rayon staple fiber in France as calculated and alleged by petitioner y'..elds
possible dumping margiils from 64 percent to 67 percent. Treasury's investigation will seek to determine whether
French home market sale8 are being
made at prices below the cost of production as defined in section 205Cb>
and, if so, will disregard such sales in
the calculation of foreign market
value. If insufficient sales, either in
the home market or to countries other
than the U.S., remain at not less than
the cost of production, then constructed value will be employed as a basis of
fair value.
- There is evidence on record concerning injury to, or likelihood of injury

to, or prevention of establishment of
that
produces viscose rayon staple fiber.·
This information indicates that Imports of viscose rayon staple fiber
from France are underselling domestic·
manufacturers by margins that are
completely accounted for by the alleged dumping margins. Petitioner has
supplied information Indicating that it
has incurred significant losses from
1975-1977, that it has been operating
at far below operating capacity over
the same period ·and that it has been
unable to raise its prices due to lower
priced imports.
Imports of viscose rayon staple fiber
from France increased in both absolute and relative terms in 1977 compared to 1976. In addition, Treasury ls
simultaneously initiating three antidumptng Investigations with regard to ·
this product from Finland. Italy, and
Sweden and is presently conducting an
antidumptng investigation of this
product from Austria. Imports from
Belgium of this product were also recently subjected to an antidumping investigation in which a "Determination
of Sales al Less Than Fair Value" was
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on
May 1, 1978 C43 FR 18619).
.
The cumulative effect of imports of
a single fungible product from more
than one country must, when appropriate, be considered in assessing the
Injurious effects of alleged "less than
fair value" imports. When Im.ports
from France are cumulated with those
alleged to exist from Finland, Italy,
Sweden, Austria and Belgium, the
level of import penetration is approxi·
mately 10 percent of current U.S. consumption. Accordingly, based upon
available information of injury resulting from sales at less than fair value,
no "substantial doubt" of injury exists
and no reference of this case to the
ITC will be made.
Having conducted a summary investigation as required by § 153.29 of the
Customs Regulations <19. CFR 153.29)
and having determined that there are
grounds for doing so, the United
States Customs Service is instituting
an inquiry to verify the information
su6mitted and to obtain the facts necessary to enable the Secretaey of the
Treasury to reach a determination as
to the fact or li.kelthood of sales at less
than fair value.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 153.30 of the Customs Regula·
ttons <19 CFR 153.30>.
RommT H. MUNDHEIM,

.u indu:.t.7 !n th.e Unite!! Bt~t.e.~

General Cin... :!sel of the Treasury.
APRIL 28, 1973.
CFR Doc. 78-,12270 Fi~ed 5-4-78; 8:45 am)

(4810-22)
Y1SCOiE

KA~ON

:TA.-..~ ff!!!

!t!~

FINLAND

Antlclumpi119 Procffdir19

AGENCY: United States Treasury Department.
ACTION: Initiation of Antldumping
Investigation.
SUMMARY: This notice Is to advise
the public that a petition In i>roper
form has been received and an anti'dumping investigation Is being initiated for the ·purpose of detennin.lng
whether or not imports of viscose
rayon staple fiber from Finland are
being, or are likely to be, sold at less
than fair value within the meaning of
t:tie Antidumping Act of 1921, as
amended.
EFFECTIVE DATE:·May 5, 1978.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
Michael E. Crawford, Duty Assessment Division, United States Customs Service, 1301 Constitution
Avenue NW., · Washington. D.C.
20229, telephone 202-566-5492.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On March 28,1978, information was received in proper .form pursuant to
§§ 153.26 and 153.27, Customs Regulations C19 CFR 153.26, 153.27), from
counsel acting on behalf of Avtex
Fibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa. a domestic producer of the subject merchan·
dise, indicating a possibility that ~
cose rayon staple fiber from Finland is
being, or is likely to be, sold at less
than fair value within the meaning of
the Antidumping Act. 1921, as amended <19 U.S.C. 160 et seq.).
For purposes of this notice, the term
"viscose rayon staple fiber" refers to
viscose rayon staple fiber, except solution dyed. in non-continuous form, not
carded, not combed and not otherwise
processed, wholly of filaments Cexeept
laminateri filaments and plexiform
filaments>.
Margins of dumping are alleged
which, based on a comparis!.on of sales
to the United States to sales in the
home market, range from 20 percent
to 23 percent. Petitioner has alleged.
however, that sales in Finland of vis·
cose rayon staple fiber are being made
at prices below the cost of production
as defined in section 205Cb> of the Act
C19 U.S.C. 164). A comparison of sales
to the United States and the constructed value of rayon staple fiber in
F'mla~d as calculated and alleged by
petitioner Yields possible dumping .
margins from 57 percent to 61 percent.
Treasury's investigation will seek to
determine whether Finnish home
market sales are being made at prices
below the cost of production as defined in section 205<b> and, If so, will
disregard such sales in the calculation
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NOTICES
of foreign market value. If Insufficient
APRIL 28, 1978.
sales, either in the home market or to
RoBERT H. MUNDHEIM,
countries other than · the United
General Coumel
States, remain at not less than the
o/th.e Treasury.
cost of production. then constructed
CFR
Doc.
'18-12273
Filed
5+78; 8:45 am]
value will be employed as a basis of
fair value.
There ls evidence on record concern- (4810-22]
Ing injury to, or likelihood of injury
to, or prevention of establishment of
VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE F1BU FROM ITALY
an industry in the United States that
Antldumplng Proceedlng
produces viscose rayon staple fiber.
This information indicates that im- AGENCY: United States Treasury Deports of viscose rayon staple fiber partment.
from Finland are underselling domes- ACTION: Initiation of Antidumping
tic manufacturers by margins that are Investigation.
completely accounted for by the alleged dumping margins. Petitioner has SUMMARY: This notice ls to advise
supplied information indicating that it the public that a petition in proper
has incurred significant losses from form has been received and an antt1975-1977, that it has been operating dumping investigation ls being initiati
ed for the purpose of determining
at far below operating capac ty over whether or not imports. of viscose
the same period and that it has been
unable to raise its prices due to lower rayon staple fiber from Italy are
priced imports.·
·
being, or are likely to be, sold at less
Im.ports of viscose rayon staple fiber than fair value within the meaning of
from Finland increased in both· abso- the Antldumping Act of 1921, as
lute and relative terms in 1977 com-". amended.
pared to 1975.. In addition, Treasury is EFFECTIVE DATE: May 5, 1978.
simultaneously initiating three anti- FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
dumping investigations with regard to COJ);'TACT:
this product from France, Italy and
Sweden and is presently conducting an
Michael E. Crawford, Duty Assessantidumping investigation of this
ment Division, United States Cusproduct from Austria. Imports from
toms Service, 1301 Constitution
Belgium of this product were also reAvenue NW., Washington, D.C.
cently subjected to an antidumping in20229, telephone 202-566-5492.
vestigation in which a "Determination SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
of Sales at Less Than Fair Value" was On March 28, 1978, information was
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on received in proper form pursuant to
May 1, 1978 <43 FR 18619>.
·
.§§ 153.26 and 153.27, Customs RegulaThe cumulative effect of imports of tions <19 CFR 153.26, 153.27>. from
a aingle fungible product froin more counsel acting on behalf of Avtex
than one countrf must, when appro- Fibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa.. a dopriate, be considered in assessing the mestic producer of the subject merinJurtous effects of alleged "less than chandise, indicating a possibility that
fair v8.Iue" imports. When imports viscose rayon staple fiber from Italy is
from Finland are cumulated with being, or ts likely to be, sold at less
those alleged to exist from France, than fair value within the meaning of
Italy, Sweden, Austria and Belgium, the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amendthe level of import penetration ls ap- ed <19 U.S.C. 160 et seq.>.
proximately 10 percent of current U.S.
For purposes of this notice, the term
consumption. Accordingly, based upon "viscose rayon staple fiber" refers to
available information of injury result- viscose rayon staple fiber, except soluing from sales at less than fair value, tlon dyed, in non-continuous form, not
no "substantial doubt" of injury exists carded, not combed and not otherwise
and ho reference of this case to the processed, wholly of filamentS <except
ITC will be made.
laminated filaments and plexiform
Having conducted a summary fnves- filaments>.
tlgation as required by § 153.29 of the
Margins of dumping are alleged·
Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.29) which, based on a comparison of sales
and having determined. that there are to the United States to sales in the
grounds for doing so, the United home market, range from 17 percent
States Customs Service is instituting to 20 percent. Petitioner has alleged,
an inquiry to verify the information however, that sales in Italy of viscose
submitted and to obtaiil the facts nee· rayon staple fiber are being made at
essary to enable the Secretary of the prices below the cost of production as
Treasury to reach a determination as defined in section 205Cb> of the Act <19
to the fact or likeliho·od of sales at less USC 164>. A comparison of sales to the
than fair value.
U.S. and the constructed value of
This notice is published pursuant to rayon staple fiber in Italy as c3.lculat§ 153.30 of the Customs Regulations ed and alleged by petitioner yields pos<19 CFR 153.30>.
sible dumping margins from 59 per-

cent to 63 percent. Treasury's investigation will seek to determine whether
Italian home market sales are being
made at prices below the cost of pro- ·
duction as defined in section 205<b>
and, ff so,· will disregard such sales in
the calculation of foreign market
value. If lnsUfftcient sales, either in
the home market or to countries other
than the United States, remain at not
less than the cost of production, then
constructed value will be employe<J as
a basis of fair value.
··
'
TJ;lere is evidence on record concerning injury to, or likelihood of injury
to, or preventiori of establishment of
an industry in the United States that
produces viscose rayon staple fiber.
This information indicates that imports of viscose rayon staple fiber
from Italy are underselling domestic
manUfacturers by margins that are
completely accounted for by the alleged dumping margins. Petitioner has
supplied information indicating that it
has incurred significant losses from
1975-liJ77, that it has been operating
at far below operating capacity over
the same period and that it has been
unable to raise its prices due to lower
priced imports.
Imports of viscose rayon staple fiber
from increased in both absolute and
relative terms in 1977 compared to
1976. In addition, Treasury is simultaneously initiating three antidumping
investigations with regard to this
product from Finland, France and
Sweden and is presently conducting an
antidumping investigation of this
product from Austria. Imports from
Belgium of this product were also recently subjected to an antidumping investigation in which a "Determination
of Sales at Less Than Fair Value" was
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on
May 1, 1978 <43 FR 18619).
The cumulative effect of imports of
·a single fungible product from more
than one country must, when appropriate, be considered in assessing the
injurious effects of alleged "less than
fair value" #imports. When ~ports
from Italy are cumulated with those
alleged to exist from Finland, :prance,
Sweden, Austria and · Belgium, the
level of import penetration is approximately 10 percent of current U.1$. consumption. Accordingly, based upon
available information of injury resulting from sales at less than fair value,·
no "substantial doubt" of injury exists
and no reference of this case to the
ITC will be made.
Having conducted a summary investigation as required by § 153.29 of the
Customs Regulations <19 CFR 153.29)
and having determined that there are
grounds for doing so, the U.S. Customs
Service is instituting an inquiry· to
verify the information submitted and
to obtain the facts necessary to enable
the Secretary of the Treasury to reach
a determination as to the fact or l!:~eli
hood of sales at less.than fair value.
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This notice fs published pursuant to
§ !53.30 c! the Cu.stems Regulation~

<19 CFR 153.30).
APRIL 28, 1978.
RoBEB.T H. MUNDHEIM,
General Counsel
of the Treasury.

'·

Sweden as calculated and alleged by
pet!fi0ne!"

yie!n.c:

possib!f'.!

clumping

mr..rgins from 60 percent to 64 percent.
Treasury's investigation will seek to
determine whether Swedish home
market sales are being made at prices
below the cost of production as defined 1n section 205<b> and, if so, will ·
disregard such ss.les in the calculation
CPR Doc. 78-12271 Filed 5-4-78; 8:45 am]
of foreign market value. Ii insufficient
sales, either in the home market or to
(4810-221
countries other than the United
States, remain at not less than the
VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBEa FROM SWEDEN cost of production. then constructed
· AnltdvnJping Proceeding
value wUl be employed as a basis of
fair value.
AGENCY: U.S. Treasury Department.
There is evidence on record concemACTION: Initiaton of antidumping in· ing injury to, or likelihood of injury
vestigation.
to, or prevention of establishment of
·
an industry in the United States that
SUMMARY: This notice is to advtse produces viscose rayon staple fiber.
the public that a petition in proper This information indicates that im·
form has been received and an anti·
dump~~"' investigation is beh•a initiat- ports of viscoae rayon staple fiber
.uis
~
•
from Sweden are underselling domesed for the purpose of dete~g tic manufacturers by margins that are
whether or n?t imports of VIscose completely acoounted for by the alrayon staple ~1ber from Sweden are , leged dumping margins. Petitioner has .
being, ~r are like~y to be, sold 9:t less supplied information indicating that it
than fall' value. within the mearung of has incurred significant losses from
the Anitdumpmg Act of 1921, as 1975-1977, that it has been operating
amended.
at far_ below operating capacity over
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 5, 1978.
the same period.and that it has been
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION unable to raise its prices due to lower
.
priced imports.
·Imports of viscose rayon staple fiber
CONTACT.
Michael E. Crawford, Duty Assess- from Sweden increased in both abso. ment Division. U.S. Customs Service, lute and relative terms in 1977 com1301 Constitution Avenue NW., pared to 1976. In addition, Treasury is
Washington, D.C. 20229, telephone simUltaneously initiating three anti202-566-5492.
·
dumping investigations with regard to
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: this product from Finland, France,
On March 28, 1978, information was and Italy and is presently conducting
received in proper form pursuant to an antidumping investigation of this
§§ 153.26 and 153;27, Customs regula- product from Austria.. Im.ports from
tions <19 CFR 153.26, 153.27>. from Belgium of this product were also recounsel acting on behalf of Avtex cently subjected to an antidumping inFibers, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa., a do- vestlgation in which a "Determination
mestic producer of the subject mer- of Sales at Less Than Fair Value" was
chandise, indicating a possibility that published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on
viscose rayon staple fiber from Sweden May 1, 1978 C43 FR 18619>.
is being, or is likely to be, sold at less
The cumulative effect of imports of
than fair value within the meaning of a single fungible product from more
the Antidumping Act, 1921. as amend- than one country must, when approed <19 U.S.C. 160 et seq.).
priate, be consii,ered in assessing the
For purposes of this notice, the term injurious effects of alleged "less than
"viscose rayon staple fiber'' refers to fair value" imports. When imports
viscose rayon staple fiber, except solu- from Sweden are cumUlated with
tion dyed, in noncontinuous form, not those alleged to· exist from Finland.
carded, not combed. and not otherwise France, Italy, Austria, and Belgium,
processed, wholly of filaments <except the level of import penetration is aplaminated filaments and plexifonn proximately 10 percent of current U.S.
filaments>.
consumption. Accordingly, based upon
Margins of dumping are alleged available information of injury resultwhich, based on a comparison of sales Ing from sales at less than fair value,
to the United States to sales in the no "substantial doubt" of injury exists
home market, range from 13 percent and no reference of this case to the
to 16 percent. Petitioner has alleged, ITC will be made.
however, that sales· in Sweden of visHaving conducted a summary invescose rayon staple fiber are being made tigation as required by § 153.29 of the
at prices below the cost of production Customs regulations <19 CFR 153.29>
as defined in section 205Cb) of the Act and having determined that there are
(19 U.S.C. 164>. A comparison of sales grounds for doing so, the U.S. Customs
to the United States and the con- Service is instituting an inquiry to
structed value of rayon staple fibel:.c verify the information submitted and

to obtain the facts necessary to enable
the Secreta.rv of the Treasury to reach

a determination as to the fact or likelihood of sales at less than fairvalue.
· This notice is published pursuant to
§ 153.30 of the. CUstoms regulations C19
CFR

l!i~.30>.

RoBEKT H. Mu.l'IDHEIM.
. General Counsel Qf the Treasury.
APR.IL 28, 19'18.

'
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APPENDIX E
STATISTICAL TABLES
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Table 1.--Rayon staple fiber: U.S. producers' shipments, ·i~ports for
consumption, ~xports of domestic merchandise, and· apparent consu~pti,on,,
1973-77, January-March 1977; and January-March 1978.
Year

Apparent : Ratio'of
: Producers,· :
.. · . :
: shipments :Itnpe-r'tS-!/: Exports =consumption= ~mports to
.
.
:
:consumption
· Million
Million ·: Million
Ml!llon
pounds
pounds .. pounds
pounds
Percent

..

1973----------------:
1974-----------~---~

1975----------------:
1976----------------:
1977----------------:
January-March:
1977--------------:
1978--------------:

17

.

.

.

.
.

683.3
575.0
373.8 :
468.0
483.3

44.2
37.0
37.2
41.5
54.l

120.7
123.2

13.9 :
13.5

...

16 •.9
33.8
20.5
34.8
59.4

710.6
578.2
390.5
474. 7
478.0

. 7. 6

127.0
124.1

12.6

6.2
6.4
9~5
8~7

...

11.3
10. 9
. 10.9

Imports may include small quantities of acetate staple fiber.

Source: U.S. producersi shipments and exports compiled from data submitted
in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission;
U.S. imports compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
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Table 2.--Rayon, cotton, polyester, and other manmade fibers:
Appar~nt U.S. consumption, 1960-77
(In million of Eounds)
Rayon
Year
Staple
1960----------:
1961----------:
1962----------:
1963----------:
1964-:"---------:
1965----------:
1966----------: .
1967----------:
1968----------:
1969----------:
1970--,...-------:
1971----------:
1972----------:
1973----------:
1974----------:
1975----------:
1976----------:
1977----------:

1/;

369.8
476.0
546.3
690.4
682.5
705.1
74L9
706.6
839.6
824.1
672. 7
721.2
740.0
742.2
572.2
391.1
468.6
440.5

Yarn '!:_/ :
401.8
385.2
384.6
380.7
399.6
409.3·
389.6
311.1
353.5
294.7
251.1
297.0
246.9
197.6
153.1
74.9
65.1
68.1

Cotton
staple

Polyester
Staple

4,196
4,108
4,192
4,029
4,287
4,453
4,621
4,414
4,104
3,973
3,774
3,965
3,850
3,643
3,306
3,069
3,389
3,174

2../

64.0
70.9
115.3
150.7
177.5
290.4
372.1
537.2
756.1
883.3
992.9
1,111. 4
1,286.9
1,530.3
1,388.1
1,973.6
1,777.2
1,880.3

Yarn 3/

Other
man made
fib.ers

37 .6
511.8
36.1
607.2
38 .1. :
744.7
48.9
875.9
63.6
1,093.1
77.2
1,325.7
1,521.4
81.4
1,647.2
133.0
226.7
2,095.5
2,100.7
353.6
2,117.3
433.0
2,643.7
636.8
3,158.8
935.4
3,524.2
1,320.5
3,074,9·
1,295.2
1,477 .o
2,926. 7
3,146.4
1,373.9
3,587.5
1,510.6

1/ Includes some tow.
21 Includes some rayon yarn which is exported.
31 Includes some polyester which is exported.
Source:

Compiled from statistics of the Textile Organon.

Note.--Statistics relating to apparent U.S. consumption which are used in
the text of this report were compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. Such data may
differ from those p_resented in the above table.
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Table 3.--Rayon staple fiber: . Apparent U.S. consumption, impprts from Belgium,
imports from Austria, and total U.S. imports, 1973-77, January-March 1977,
and January-March 1978
Period

1973-----------:
1974-----------:
1975-----------:
1976-----------:
1977-----------:

Apparent
cons umption

Imports
from
Belgium

Imports
Total
from
U.S.
Austria ~imports

Million
pounds

Million
pounds

Million
pounds

Million
pounds

710. 6
578.2
390.5
474.7
478.0

0
0
0
0
6.5

15.2
13.8
25.0
29.6
27.9

44.2
37.0
37.2
41.5
54.1

127.0
124.1

2.4
1.4

8.5
5.5

13.9
13.5

Ratio of--

1/

(2) to

(3) to
(1)

(4) to
(1)

Percent

Percent

0
0
0
0
1.4 : .

2.1
2.4
6.4
6.2
5.8

6.2
6.4
9.5
8.7
11. 3

1.9
1.1

6.7
4.4

10.9
10:...9

~l)

Percent

Jan.-Mar.--

1977---------:
1978----~----:

1./

Imports may include small quantities.of acetate staple fiber.

Source: Apparent consumption compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of
the U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. imports compiled from official statistics of
the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 4.--Rayon staple fiber (TSUSA items 309.4320 and 309.432~) !/:
imports for consu:inpt~on, _by principal sources, 1973-77
Source

1973

1975

1974

1976.

U.S.

· 1977

Quantity (1,000 pounds)
Austria---------------:
Belgium---------------:
Canada----------------:
Sweden--~-------------:

France----------------:
Finland---------------:
Italy--------~--------:

All other-------------:

15,227
0
13,415
2,056
996
732
202
li,587

13,800
0
16,330
446
519
0
1,077
4,822

25,024
0
5,587
435
706
225
418
4,776

29,598
0
5,993
624
477
772
829
3,232

27,907
6,484
5,591
4,680
3,750
2,119
1,167
2,441

Total-------------:~7
44-:-=-:,2~1~5-:--;__~3~6~,~9~9~4-'---=3~7~,~l~7~1--.:.~~41:;.-:.-,5~2~5~;__---~5~4~,1~3..;....;:.9

Value (1,000 dollars)
Austria---------------:
4,124
5,144
9,964
11,739
12,025
Belgium---------------:
2,597
Canada----------------: . 4,383
·9,167
2,645
3,217
2,988
Sweden----------------:
566
190
165
244
2,117
France----------------:
552
360
495
351
1,737
Finland---------------:
200
121
317
914
Italy-----------------:
69
521
175
325
501
All other-------------: ~~-'-="':--~---.,......,....:.~.,,--~--:-::"""'---:::-=-o--'-~---~.,---'--~--=--=-=-~
4,139
-2,300
2,361
1,570
1;152
Total-------------: 14,033
17,682
15,926
17,763
24,031
Unit value (cents per pound)

~---"'-----~~--""------~~-'-------~~""-~~---~-'-~

Austria---------------:
Belgium---------------:
Canada-.---------------:
Sweden----------------:
France----------------:
Finland------------.,---:
Italy---------------.--:
All other---~---------:
Average-----------:

27
33
28
55
27
34
36
34

37
- ·
56
43
69
48
48
50

40
47
38
70
54
42
·49
· 49

40
54 :
39
74
41
39
49
48

43
40
53
45
46
43
43
47
. · 45

~~----'-~---------------~------..:---..:~~~~..:...-..:...-~~-

1/ May .·include small quantities of acetate staple fiber.
Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
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Table 5.--Rayon staple fiber (Schedule B item 2~6.3120): U.S. exports
of domestic merchandise, by principal markets, 1973-77
Market

1973

1974

1976"

1975

1977

Quantity (1,000 pounds)
Philippines-----------:
Hong Kong-------------:
India-----------------:
Mexico----------------:
Canada----------------:
Venezuela-------------:

1,998 :
2,214
3,284
2,106
9,307
104
264
1,037
619
7 0 844
0
0
0
0
7,401
939
1,231
230
1,918
6,956
2,369
1,283
2,482
5,506
6,666
278
3,983
1,627
5,346
4,718
Ecuador~--------------:
0
0
0
0
1,202
All other------------- :_ _
9~,8_3.,...4
___1_1"""",_7.._3_1___6~'~5_4_2_ _ _
4~,2_1_6
____7_...,_9_9_9
Total-------------: 15,522
20,706
.15,202
19,711
52,093
------------------~--------------"'"---Value (1,000 dollars)

Philippines-----------:
Hong Kong-------------:
India-----------------:
Mexico----------------:
Canada----------------:

659
966
1,162
842
4,601
44
124
512
365
3,845
- ·
5,636
309
666
145
821
3,349
1,033
754
1,512
3,016
3,901
Venezuela----~--------:
80
2,342
835
2,791
1,823
Ecuador-------------~-:
- ·
617
All other-------------:
2,568
6,884
2,941
2,100
4,482
---,-~.,----__,...<---~---::-'-~---~~------~~~
Total-------------:
4,693 : 11,736
7,107
9,935 :
28,254

--"'"------"--------"---------"'"---"'------'-Unit value (cents per pound)

Philippines-----------:
Hong Kong-------------:
India-----------------:
Mexico----------------:
Canada----------------:
Venezuela---------~---:

Ecuador---------------:
All other-------------:

33
42

44
47

35
49

40
59

33
44
29
- :
26

54
59

59

63
61
51

43
55
52

59

45

50

.49
49
76
48
59
39
51
56

Average-----------:---3-5'-----~5~4-----:5~1-----5~0::-----~53

Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics of the U.$. Department of

Note.--Statistics used in the text of this report, relating to U.S.
exports, were compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires
of the U.S. International Trade Conunission. Such data may differ from
those presented in the above table.
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Table 6.--Profit-and-loss experience of the 3 U.S. producers of rayon staple fiber,
1973-77 and January-~..areh 1978

Table 6 has.been deleted because it contains information received by the U.S.
International Trade Commission in confidence, the disclosure of which would
reveal the operations of the individual firms.

Table 7.--Rayon staple fiber: Average net selling prices received by U.S. producers and importers on sales of first quality, 1.35-1.65 denier,
regular, bright viscose rayon staple fiber to U.S. textile mills, by quarters, 1973-77, and January-May 1978
(In cents per pound)
U.S. Producers
Period
Avtex

1974:
January-March-----:
April-June--------:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1975:
January-March-----:
April-June--------:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1976:
January-March-----:
April-June--------:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1977:
January-March-----:
April-June--------:
July-September----:
October-December--:
1978:
January-March-----:
April-May---------:

Courtaulds

Importers

Huxley
(Finland)

Products-:
fromSnia
Sweden
Viscosa
(Sweden)
(ltaly)

Enka

Average

J.J. Ryal\
(Belgium)

Chemray
(Austria)

40.1
48.2
51.6
55.0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Courtaulds
(Canada)

J.J. Ryan
(France)

Average

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

44.1
56.0
54.9
48.0

***
***
***
***

***
***

**"'"

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

54.9
54.1
49.7
52.0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
*** ·:
***

***
***
***
***

52.3
50.5
49.0
49.0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

*·**

53.0
52.9
53.2
55.6

***
'***
***
***

*.**

**1'

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

50.3
50.1
50.9
51.3

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

56.9
57.4
57 .o
56.5

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

52.0
52.8
53.0
53.2

***

***

'~**

*;':*

***
***

55.8
55.7

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

53.4
53.5

**'~

***
***

**,"

***
**'It'
,"**

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***
*'**

***
***

;':**

1'**
;'>.**
;':**

11 No sales during the specified period.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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